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CHAPTER I

irrrftoDucTio*
There rare those who contend that health examinations do
not fall under the jurisdiction or responsibility of the school.
The issue is a controversial one, although general consensus of
opinion among experts in the field of health seems to frvor
health examinations as part of the pupil personnel services
rendered b;> the school.
Summary of Trends Pertinent to Health Exaeln tions in the school
In 1884 following & series of epidemics among school
children,

r. Samuel Durgln, Health Commissioner of Boston,

established the first regular system of medical Inspection in
the schools of the United States.

Other cities that followed

were: Chicago, in 1895; Sew fork, in 1897; and in Philadelphia,
in 1898.
Sentiment favoring health appraisal in the schools increased
with snowballing rapidity from this time on.

In 1899, the first

law requiring teachers in public schools to test the eyesight of
children was passed by the St -te of Connecticut.
In 1902,

iss Lillian

aid, known for her visiting nursing

work on the East Side, presented to the Health Commissioner of
New fork City data which she h d collected concerning children
who, although excluded from school hoc use of some physical
defect or contagious condition, were not receiving supervision.
On the bases of these date, the Visiting Bursing association was
per itted to place a nurse In the public schools for a period of

one month.

Later In the same ye«r, as a result of this successful

experiment, twenty-five school nurses were appointed In

®w York

City.
Chronologically, in 1903, the first school dentist was
ap pointed in Heading, iennsylv ini

In 1904, the st te of Vereont

beg- n a syete b ol compulsory ear, eye, end throat examinations.
In 1905 New York City schools began examining each child for
physical defects.

In 1906, Massachusetts passed a law requiring

medical inspection in the public schools.

By 1910, medic .1

inspection was required in 337 cities In the United State®-, and
1,194 doctor®, 371 nurses, and 48 dentists «ere employed by
echool systems.

In 1914, ten dent 1 hyglenlsto

Into the echool® of

/ere introduced

ridgsport, Connecticut, by D. Alfred hones,

•ho is considered the father of t h l . movement.
The modern program of health education was developed since
1917.

oiiuch of the credit for Its Initiation, promotion, and

development in this country should be given to the Child Health
Organisation of America, the National Tuberculosis Association,
n . tne National i d u e t i c n

aeooiation.1

The Cchoola hesponsibillty for Health Appraisal
The Commission on the reorganisation of Secondary Education
in 1913, after takin.

cognizance of the changing nature of the

schools as brought about by the recent change® in the American

XC.E. Turner,

chool Iig.i-.ltj; jna He 1th Education,

p. 40-42.

economic and social order, listed the he 1th of the child as being
one of the seven

>rirarM- objective: of educ tion.

on health has since become sore ap irent,

The e

u

is

Progress has been

retarded somewhat, because of the confusion arising relative to
the extent the school should share with the home, ree ooneibility
for the health of the child.
Turner describes the schools1 responsibility as follows:2
The school has a triple responsibility in the
field of health ••.•to build or .remote the health
of children, to protect the^ from disease and ill
health, and to aid in securing the prompt correct
ion of such ohyslc&l defects and illnesses as exist
or develop in s ite of the two first mentioned
activities....In requiring school ttendance the
at te assumes n obllg tton for health retention.
Suitable environmental sanitation and an adequate
program of eormanicable disease control are cle r
cut responsibilities.
But the school should go
one step further and see that it does not place a
program of work u on the child which ha is unable
to be r. To do this It ust learn the physical
status, limitations, and health needs of children
through appropriate health (medical, dental, and
mental) examination#*
where physical defects and departures from
normal health are found, the school must be
Interested in their correction.
Society is
maxing a large expenditure upon the education of
each child and in the Interest of its own invest
ment as well as in the interest of the child, it
must do what it can to make the child fit to
profit by its instruction.
As an educational agency, the school does not
have the responsibility for roviding medical e r e .
It does have the responsibility to tell parents
what was found to be wrong, to encourage the
urompt use of medical or clinical service for the
treatment of defects of tonsils, teeth, nose,
throat, eyes, e ro, lunge, end heart nd to
provide special classes or a modified education
program for children whose health status demands

; w.

..

Turner, 0. .

-It. .

. £1- Z .

The health res onsibllities of the school
externa also to teachers and other school
personnel.
The school recognises its health
res.onsibillty as an employer and it also reco nizes that the health status of the school staff
h e a direct effect upon the health of children....
The Purposes and Objectives of Health Appraisal
Many experts in the field of school health have defined the
purposes

n& objectives of health a

rais 1.

In the author’s

opinion, the purposes outlined by Delbert Oberteuffer in his book
•School health Fduc tlon* covers the subject adequ tely.

They

are as follows:
1. To Provide Enlightening Data on the Health
Statue of Children.
An education aimed at the development of the
whole child cannot work in the dark....Teachers
who want to assist in the total development of
the child must know of those factors which are
likely to Interfere with growth.
To teach most
effectively, teachers and others must know their
children— their possibilities and limitations,
their physical ? s well as peyo olo: leal status.
Hot the least of reason for this discovery of
.information is that the teachers and others can
odlfy the school study program to adapt it to
individual needs.
2. To Provide Information on Handle,; a or
Deviations From the formal.
An appraisal often indicates clearly that the
child should either (a) be examined further for
more careful diagnosis by the use of tests not
ordinarily found in school examinations or (b) be
referred to the family or other physician for
attention to the condition found....

C :ol

:c-.It:.

Pp- t;,on.

19 -: o p

Z.

To Provide the

see Tor Individual Compensation

for Irremedial Handle ps or Deviations.
There are a number of children with defective
hearing or sight, or who are abnormally short or
tall or fat, or have burns or sears or malformation*,
or show after-effects o f mastoid infection, or are
han l e a p e d by a hundred and one conditions serious
enough to interfere with living life to the fullest.
These deviations create social, psychological, or
physical problems in the lives of the students,
chool personnel is in a strategic position to help
them compensate for these conditions.
The child
©ust be taught to live well in spite of the irremedi
able condition found on appraisal.
4.

To Provide the Bases for Cl asifle tion in

odern Progr m of Physical Education.
....Given a d e q u t e information about the student
and radical advice as to his possibilities and
limitations, a physical educator should and does
proceed to construct a program in light of the needs
and capacities of the student.... e 1th date ere the
first screen used in modern hysic 1 edue tion.
k
good rograr cannot be built without them.
5.

To Serve as

duertlon-1

ariencee.

The very procedure of appraisal often brings
students into a clearer and more intimate under
standing of the nature of competent professional
health service.
It is a truism to a y that u 11;
learn from -ill their dally experience... .he ©ay
develop confidence, respect and sense of the great
good which medic 1 services perform. He may gain
the impression on the other hand, that doctors are
sll shod, lmperson 1, v gue, and non-communicative.
He may learn the nature of his own condition, his
we ukness or his devi tic ns.
He c n only learn to
compensate for hie handicaps if he knows about
them*
The chances are very good that the first
contact many children will get with professionals—
ohyslcl ns, dentists, and nurses— will be in school.
It is important that the first Impression be a good
one.

6

the objectives of health appraisal are many and varied.
Those listed by Hughes pertinent to health services in general

1.

To e feguard sick students.

A 1 ras corn'ton

similar objective is to m f ©guard the faculty,
other employees, and their familie# when they are
ill.

2 . To
3.

rcteet the

ell fro® the sick.

To detect and investigate the structural and

functional (mental and physic 1 ) defects and
deficiencies of the individual.

4.

To secure the treatment of re edlable physical

and mental defects.
5.

To discover illogical or defective he 1th

attitudes, habits, and supply expropriate scientific
information and advice for their correction.
6.

To establish in the student the habit of periodic

health examination and give him a trainiiig that will
enable him to select his scientific health service
with an intelligent experienced discrimination.
7.

To teach hygiene by means of the pertinent

scientific Information and advice given the individual
student concerning the health ex minations, consul
tations, and conferences.

illiam Leonard Hughes , administration of Health and
• y d c 1 education in Colleges. pp. 53-54.
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The Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is: (1) To determine to vh&t
extent the schools of North Dakota are realizing the objective
of

upil health through adequate health appraisal services,

( ). To

revide a b sis from

/hlch to work in planning for future

rogr ms in our schools.
Delimitation of the study
This study is limited to an Investigation of health appraisal
in the fully and minor accredited schools of

torth Dakota.

It

encompasses such appraisal services as pre-school health examina
tions, periodic health examinations, special examinations; for
athletes, for pupils returning to school after illness or
accident, and for pupils working in the cafeteria; dental examina
tions, examinations for school employees, daily observ ations by
teachers, and screening examinations by the nurse.
statement of the Problem
The problem which concerns this investigation may be stated
as follows:
The adequacy of health appraisal practices in the
fully and minor accredited schools of North Dakota with
reference to the number of schools requiring health apprai
sal, types, frequency, admlni tratlve procedure, and scope.
Previous Investigations
Edward

. Butler, in 1923, made a study entitled *The health

Situation in North Dakota and a Proposed Program for the nigh

Schools of North Dakota*.
health examination

His Investigation was not confined to

>ract ices, although some of his findings are

worth noting here.
Butler found that half of the schools represented in his
eampling repaired health examinations.

Apparently these examina

tions were confined to athletes in the majority of schools
r presented.

Butler also discloses that nearly cne-thlr

of the

schools involved required these examinations annually.0
In a study similar to the present one entitled "The Physical
Examinntion Practices in the Classified Schools,* by Frank
Richards in 1932, approximately forty per cent of the schools
investlg ted required health examinations.

These examinations

were exclusive of examinations given athletes.

6

Apparently in the period from 19 8 to 1932, the trend was

away

from confining the health examination to such special groups

as athletes, to requiring health examinations for all students.
Richards also found that the nurse we* the prime administrator
of health examinations in fifty per cent of the schools.

If this

were the case, it would appear that these schools could not have
.

required thorough examinations because of her limited professional
qualifications to perform such an examination.

5

"The health Situation In North Dakota and a Proposed Progra*
for the High Schools of North Dakota,* pp. 39-90, Unpublished
tere Thesis of North Dakota University, 1928.
6 "The Physical Examination Practices in the Classified Schools
of North akota,* p, 27, Un ubllshed Masters Thesis of North Dakota
University, 1932.
7 Ibld.
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In the ensuing chapters of this study

n attempt will be

mad© to bring the health appraisal situation up to date as it
applies to North Dakota Schools.

f indings

hie; rds and Sutler will bo disclosed alone;

ertinent to those of
>ith ~ m y others.

Sources of Data
This thesis was developed by the questionnaire method.
Other sources include

periodicals and books in the field of

ha« th and physical educ ation, bulletins issued by the at.-1©
Department of Health, and reports fro® the State Department of
due fcion.

Information was also

thered through personal inter

views with local physicians, nurses, school su erintendente
throughout the st; te, prlnol !-ls, and other school

eraonnel.

-umber and Per cent of Schools Reporting
Two hundred and forty one schools were contacted.

Of these

schools, one hundred and sixty-eight returned the questionnaire.
This amounts to seventy per cent of the sampling,

from Table I,

page ten, the number and percent of fully and minor accredited
schools replying may be ascertained.
The percentage of fully accredited schools replying is not
substantially greater than the percentage of minor accredited
schools.

Because representation of the fully accredited schools

compared to th© minor accredited schools is a proxlmately equal,
these schools are tabulated separately for the purpose of
inspectlonal comparison in most of the tables throughout the
body of this thesis.

TABLE I

SXTEKT or SA^PLIBO

241 Schools
Contacted

Fully
Accredited
Schools..... . ..
Minor
Accredited
Schools.....

Number of
Schools
Reporting

iercant of
Schools
Reporting

154

109

71

37

59

63

Definition of Terms
For the purposes of clarification anti orientation the
following terms

re defined?

•Health is that complete fitness of body,
soundness o f m T n d , and wholesomeness of emotions,
which mate possible the highest ouallty of
effective living and of service.3
Health examination is that phase of health
service which seeks through examination by physicians
dentists, and other qualified specialists to deter
mine the physical, mental and emotional health of the
individual.®
Pre-school examination is a health
examination given prior to, or, at entrance to the
first grade.

3C. t.. Turner, o;.. c l t .. p. 206.
•Ibid.

Periodic examination la a health examina
tion given annually, hi-annually, every three,
four, or five years; or, for the purposes of
this investigation, at least twice during the
school life of the child.
i&Kttka: Maiuth ex mlnatl a includes
erlodlc and re-seiiool health examinations only.
Special examinations are examinations given
to athletes, pupils new io the school system,
pupils working In the cafeteria, and pupils
returning to school fter illness or accident.
They do not Include regular health examinations.
-re-e loynent examination is an examination
given to all school employees prior to employ
ment .
dally obgerv tlon refers to morning,
afternoon, and continuous inspection of the
pupils by the teacher.
h§&L£tal Ins, action refers to a routine
physical ins ectlon by the nurse of cases
referred to her by the teacher or other school
personnel coming In contact with the student
whose health Is suspected of deviating from
the normal.
o It
- ric. 1 Includes the regular*
he lth examinations, special examinations,
teachers* dally observations, dental examina
tions, nurses* medical inspections, and
examination of school personnel.
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CHAPTER II
SCHOOLS REQUIRING HEALTH EXAMINATIONS
Explanation of Table Arrangement
Table II, Page 22, reoreeents a composite breakdown of the
168 schools Into the number and per cent of fully and minor
accredited schools reporting.

The two columns under the headings

Fully and linor Accredited Schools, represent the number and the
per cent ol these schools replying.

The u m b e r and per cent of

168 schools reporting is lniic ted in the last two columns.

In

all c eea the per cent of schools indicated in the table is
based upon the number of schools reporting and not upon the total
number of schools contacted.

This procedure is followed

consistently throughout this invest!

tion.

TABLE II

:.>CHOOLS

REQUIRING HEALTH

109 Fully
■cor edited
Schools
Num- fer
ber cent

EXAMINATIONS

59 Minor
Accredited
Schools

Number
of 168
Schools

Per cent
of 168
Schools

hum- Per
bar cent

#

*o Examination of
ny kind squired. ..29

26.6

26 44.0

55

32.5

Examination (s)
Required.......... ..80

73.4

33 66.0

113

67.5

Humber find Per cent of Schools

lequlrlng Health Examinations
The oer cent of schools requiring health examinations of
some kind presents an encouraging picture of the health examina
tion situation in the North Dakota schools.

Apparently there

exists among administrators, a felt need for health examinations
in tie school, which has manifested itself in 67.5 per cent of
the 168 schools reporting.

One third or 32.5 per cent of the

168 school- do not require health examinations.
mean that some form of medical appraisal i

This doe

not

not given to the

students souse time during their school life.
Of the fifty five schools not requiring health examinations,
twenty-five have indicated that an examination of sorts was
given occasionally,

fight of the fully accredited schools

Indicated that the health examination was performed by the
county health officer at the school and free of charge.

One

fully accredited school reports that the pupil Is privately
screened If tie situation warrants it.

T o fully accredited

schools have indicated that they work in conjunction with the
district health unit.

In these schools the children are checked

by the district nuree for eye and hearing deficiencies, and are
given the T. . Patch Test.

This is done at no cost to the school

Four of the fifty-five schools have indicated that athletes are
given examinations when a physician is available.
report that

Four others

uplls found to deviate from the normal are sent to

the f m i l y doctor for chec -up.

Ten of the tv enty-nlne fully

14

accredited schools not re airIn

health examinations of any kind,

have definitely stipulated that no health examination is either
required or given.

f the twenty-six minor accredited schools

reporting that no he 1th examination was required, six Indicated
that something was done in the

ay of examining the student.

Three of the six reported that the county nurse visited the
school periodically to give a screening examination.

Thin

screening examination consisted, in one instance, of a hearing
and vision test, a check on height and weight, and an inspection
of the skin sod nutritional status.

Of the remalnln

three

minor accredited schools, one indicated that the examination
consisted of an Immunization clinic held annually by the health
doctor and county nurse; another that some type of health
ex mlnation was given to athletes occasionally; and still another
indicated that the health examination was left entirely up to the
teacher.

In this case,

ny devl tlons discovered in the te:c ers

screening examination were reported to the parents, who were
subsequently advised to take the child to the family doctor.
Including the nineteen fully accredited and six minor
accredited schools, «ho indicated that no examination was required,
but that something was done in the way of examining pupils, there
are 128 of the 168 schools giving an examination of some kind at
least once during the school life of the child.

This amounts to

76.6 per cent of the 168 schools reporting.
By lne notional comp-rison, from Table II, seventeen per cent
©ore of the fully accredited schools required health examinations
than minor accredited schools.

Sa*B#ajpy of Find Inga
The investigation has disclosed thus far that:
X.

Of the 168 schools re ortlng, 6?.5 v>er cent

required health ex; tnlnations.

The remaining 32.6

er cent of the schools reporting required no
health examination; however, of these fiftyfive schools, twenty- five gave a health
examination of sorts sometime during the school
life of the student. •

2.

The number of schools giving health examina

tions (but not requiring them) is equal to 76.6
percent of the 168 schools involved in this study.
3.

A substantially gre tor per cent of the major

accredited schools requiz*© health examinations
than minor accredited schools.

CHAPTER III
THE TYPES OF HEALTH EXAMINATIONS REQUIRED IH SOSTH DAKOTA SCHOOLS

The type of health examination given is another
the

easure of

dequaey of ha:1th ap r&isal services rendered by the schools.

Special examinations are important from the standpoint of meet
ing the health needs of special c see In emergency situations,,
On the other band, the regular health examination is not confined
to a select group of students, but encompasses all of the students
and therefore assures a position significantly more Important in
the ov rail health

lcture.

If the schools intend to meet the

needs of all the students, both regular and special health
examinations should be incorporate: into their ap raleal program.
Hew well the fully and minor accredited schools of North Dakota
are realizing this objective ie the problem that concerns this
cha ter.

er cent of fully and minor

Table III shows the number and

accredited schools requiring the ? Pious types of health examina

tions involved in this study.

Table III Includes both regul r

and special examinations, and re -resents the number

nd per cent

of fully and minor accredited schools requiring these examinations.
The examinations given athletes appear to be the most popular,
representing 43.2 per cent of the 16
examinations are next in order of

schools studied,

ieriodlc

opularlty, representing 33

per cent of the 168 sc oola Investigated,

The pre-school

examination follows re resenting 16.7 per cent of the 168 schools.
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TABLE III
TTPES OF HEALTH EXAMINATIONS

80 Fully
33 Minor
Accredited Accredited
Schools
Schools
Hum- Per
ber cent

Mum
ber

Per
cent

Number
of 168
schoole

Per cent
of 168
schools

Pre-eohool Examination

23

28.8

5

15.1

28

16.7

Periodic Examination

47

53.8

17

51.5

64

38.0

Special Examination
for Athletes

58

72.5

23

69.6

81

48.2

12

15.0

4

12.1

16

8.5

8peoial Examination
for Pupils working
in the Cafeteria

1

1.6

1

.6

Speoial Examination
for Pupils New to the
School System

2

2.5

2

1.2

Special Examination
for Pupils Leturnlm?
After Illness or
Accident

Special examinations other than those given athletes seem to be
lacking in the North Dakota fully and minor accredited schools.
In order to present a more accurate picture of whether
enough examinations are given, relative to t r e e ,
students, it is

necessary

to reach all the

to determine whether a combination of

these examinations are required, and if such e combination is
inclusive enough to be of benefit to all of the students.
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Obviously those schools requiring a combination of special
e

?in tlons or a special examination only are limiting their

health appraisal to a minority group and are not meeting the needs
of all the students.

The purpose of Table IV it to clarify this

matter.
The regular periodic and pre-school health examination are
the only ones U

which benefit all of the students.

It la

questionable whether those schools requiring pre-school health
examination*

r e adequately meeting the health needs of the

student, unless it Is given in conjunction with q periodic
examination or in combination with special examinations given
athletes and

lis returning to school after Illness or accident,

loose schools requiring regular

ariodic health examinations ©ay

or may not be meeting the health needs of the student, depending
upon Whither the examination is given frequently enough.
matter will be t
rs

I in Chapter IV.

This

On the premise that they

given frequently enough 'nd to all students, those schools

requiring periodic examinations, or a combination of

r l vlic

and others, or a pre-school in combination with a special
examination for athletes and returnees, are considered to be
meeting the health needs of all the students.
ccordlngly, 61.4 per cent of th« fully

icoredit:

u h i .5

per cent of the minor accredited, or £0.8 per cent ot the Ilf
schools requiring health examinations, are meeting the health
needs of the student.
The findings indicate that of the 168 schools investigated.

TABLE IV

DISTRIBUTION OF HEALTH EXAXIHATIOH: IS
113 3C>iOOL3 REQUIRING THEM

00 Fully
33 Inor
Accredited Accredited
Schools
Schools

Sum* Per
her cent

Humber
of 168
Schools

Per cent
of 168
Schools

hum- Per
her cent

5

6.3

3

9.1

8

4.8

Periodic only

13

16.4

6

ie.2

19

11.3

Athletes Only

20

26.0

11

3.1

31

18.4

Special Examination
for .uplls Returning
After Illness or Accident
only

2

2.5

2

1.2

All of tiie Above

3

3.6

3

1.8

Pre-school, Periodic and
Athletes

8

10.0

8

.8

re-school and Periodic

1

1.3

1

.6

Pre-school and Athletes

3

3.6

4

2.4

re-school, Special for
Returnees, and thletes

3

3.6

3

1.8

reriodlc, Athletes, and
Special for returnees

2

2.5

4

2.4

Periodic and Special
for neturnees

1

1*3

1

.6

18

22.5

8

24*2

26

15.5

1.3

1

3.2

2

1.2

1

3.2

1

.6

Fre-school Only

Periodic and Athletes
-thletes and Special for
Returnees
Periodic, Pre-School and
Special for Returnees

1

1

2

.—

6.4
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in the study, aixty-six or 39.5 per oent

re meeting the health

needs of students in so far as type of health examination required.
Summary of Findings
From the investigation of the ty.es of health examinations
required in the fully and minor accredited schools of North
Dakota , the following information has been ascertained)
1*

Those health examinations given to athletes

are moot popularly f vored in our schools, repre
senting 48. ;. per cent of the 168 schools involved
in the sampling.
2.

The periodic examination represented by 38

per cent of the sampling followed by the oreechool examination (16.7

er cent of the ermpling)

and special ex? rainations for pupils returning
after long illness or accident ae well as specials
for pupil© working in the cafeteria *md for
pupils ne

to the cohool system, representing 11.3

per cent of the sampling, are next in line in
decreasing order of popularity.
3.

Special examinations, other th n those

required of athletes, are lacking In the North
Dakota fully and minor accredited schools*
4.

Of the 113 schools requiring he 1th examina

tions, 50.3 per cent arc adequately meeting the
health need© of the student so far ae type of
health examination required.

5.

Of the 16 t schools re ortlng, 39,3 per cent are

adequately meeting the health needs of the student
so far as type of health examinations required.

CHAPTER IV
HEALTH EXAMINATION FREQUENCY PRACTICES i n t h e NORTH DAKOTA
FULLY AND MINOR ACCREDITED SCHOOLS
There seems to be ft generally accepted policy among experts
in the field of school health as to how often examinations should
be given in order to make them effective.

The opinion of some

of these experts is discussed In the beginning of this oh
Clifford L. Brownell

iter.

roposee that health examinations be

given three times during the school life of the ohlldj at
entrance to school, In the sixth grade, and during adolescence
or when the child decides to leave school, or; u, on entrance to
school and subsequently thereafter whenever the need la apparent.10
Delbert Oberteuffer recommends minimum of four examinations
during the child*s school years; upon entrance to school, in the
intermediate grades, in early adolescence, and before leaving
school.113
1
*
coording to C. £. Turner examinations should be given upon
entrance and every three or four years thereafter.lf?
The American Association of school Administrators recomraenc
that the average child be examined twice during the high school
5%

ye rs, at entrance, and before graduation.

•^rTlnclnles of Health Education
11 chool health

due tton,

s.

lied, p. 159.
15- 16.

lz ehool health and Health administration, p. 206.
13Health in

choole,

(February 19.2), p. 49.
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There seem® to be unanimous agreement among the expert*
quoted above that health examinations should be given upon
entrance to school, periodically thereafter every two to four
years, and upon leaving school.

This suggested criterion will

be used in determining the adequacy of frequency pr> otlces as
they are related to health ©x sin tlons in the ?;orth Dakota
fully and minor accredited schools.

2l

in M S M

-.inor .•<.ecroU.ltel Schools t

k+

jq&

Sixty-seven, or 40 per cent of 168

schools indicated the frequency of the health examination.

Ten

echoolo requiring periodic exaroin tions did not indicate the
frequency of these examinations.

These ten schools are not

ra resented in the tabulations of Table V and VI.

It is

possible that the per cent of schools meeting the criterion
suggested above would be rtvised upwards if they were.

However,

since these schools did not indie te the frequency of the
periodic examination, there must h ve been a reason for not doing
so.

Possibly the examination was not given often enough to merit

any frequency classification.
Table V discloses the health examination frequency practices
in the fully and minor accredited schools of florth ba&ota, and
Table V I , the extent to whioh these schools measure up to the
criterion recommended by the expert ■: in the field.
Tables V and VI include all the schools requiring ore-school
and

or iodic health examinations with, the exception of the ten

mentioned

bove.

Forty-six fully

ccredited and seventeen minor

©credited schools ore represented in the sampling*

4•

TABLE V
THE FREQUENCY OF HEALTH EXAMINATIONS IN NORTH DAKOTA
FULLY AND MINOR ACCREDITED SCHOOLS

30 Fully
Accredited
Schools
Num- Per
ber cent

33 Minor
Accredited
Schools
Humber

Number
of 168
Schools

Per cent
of 168
Schools

Per
cent

Required Annually

22

27.5

3

24.2

30

17.9

Three Times or More
During the School
Life of the Student

32

40.0

13

39.4

45

26.8

3

3.6

3

1.8

Once During the school 16
Life of the Student

18.8

19

11.3

Two Times During the
School Life of the
Student

4

12.1

Of the 168 schools Involved In the study, 17.9 per cent
require health examinations annually.

Twenty schools require

that the examination be given In grades one through twelve,
eight In grades one through eight, and two In grades seven
through twelve.

At the other extreme, 11.3 per cent of the 168

schools require that the examination be given upon entrance to
school only.

The number of schools requiring examinations three

or more times during the school life of the student amounts to
26.8 per cent of the sampling.

The thirty schools requiring
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annual examinations ore included here.

Only three of the 168

schools {1.8 per cent), require examinations but two times during
the school life of the student.
Apparently the sohools requiring regular health examinations
are recognising the importance of giving these examinations at
frequent interv Is.

Xfca iiS ifisi is Jiish las JSalsc sm
st North:
m s ^aaaacln& m is IM ggliqslaa
%&££$£ is J t M

St ^shssl SSL&J&i

£9M<?i.s
Si

?*>•**• may be come question

as to whether the examinations given in the seventh or eighth
grade should be classified &c examinations given upon leaving
school.

For the purposes of this study

they are, because of the

large number of students leaving school at the completion of the
eighth grade.
In Table VI, those schools following the recommended procedure
relative to the frequency of health examinations in the elementary
grades only, have been tabulated separately from those schools
following the recommended

ractioe from the first through the

twelfth grade.
According to the tabulations, 19.6 per cent of the 168
schools studied are meeting the frequency criterion recommended
by ex arts in the field of school health, p. £6, in grades one
through twelve.

Of the 16

school systems, 6.5

Ing the criterion in grades one through eight,

er oent are meetnd 2.4 per cent

of the 168 school systems reporting at high school level only.
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X ABLE VI
SCHOOLS REQUIRING EXAMINATIONS UPON ENTRANCE,
EVERY TEHEE OR FOUR TEARS THEREAFTER
AND UPON LEAVING SCHOOL

80 Fully
accredited
Schools

•

Num per
ber cent

33 Minor
Accredited
Schools

Number
of 168
Schools

©r cent
of 168
schools

Num- Per
ber cent

Given Upon Entrance
Into the Elementary
School, avery 3 or 4
Years Thereafter and
Upon Leaving high
School

24

LG .0

9 27.3

33

19.6

Given Upon Entrance
Into the Elementary
School, Every 3 or 4
Years Thereafter and
Upon Leaving the 8th
Grade

7

8.8

4 12.1

11

6.5

4

5.0

4

2.4

Given Upon Entrance
Into High school,
Every 3 or 4 Years
Thereafter, and Upon
Leaving High school
4

Of the sixty-seven schools Indicating the frequency of tholr
health examinations, forty-eight or 71,6 per cent, are meeting
the criterion suggested by experts.

This

of the 168 school b involved in the sampling.

iounts to L i.6 per cent
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It would appear then that 28,6 per cent of the fully and
minor accredited schools require health examinations often enough
to be effectively benlflclal to all of the students.
Summary of Findings
The findings of this chapter pertinent to the frequency of
the health examination discloses that;
1.

The majority of the 113 schools requiring regular

health examinations (pre-school and periodic) are not
recognizing the importance of giving these examinations
three or more times during the school life of the
student.

This amounts to ?>.,4 per cent of the 1C,>

schools involved in this investigation,
i:.

Forty-eight or 28.6 per cent of the 160 schools

have indicated that they are requiring health
examinations often enough to be effectively benlficial
to all of the students in so far as frequency is
oonoernerl*
3,

The representation of the fully accredited schools

as compared to the minor accredited schools in respect
to the above is only slightly greater relative to per
centage.
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CHAPTER V
THE SCOPE OF THE REGULAR HEALTH EXARINAIIOH
Items Included In the Health Examination
The items H a t e d in the questionnaire of this study are
found in most of the appraisals recommer

/ the various authors.

ith t h j exception of such items as height

nd weight,

ture,

ckln, and he 1th history, the scope of the examination used in
this study it Identical to that of the High School Victory Corps
Medical Ex minetion.14
Table VII discloses those items receiving the most emphasis
in the health examinations performed in the fully and minor
accredited schools of North Dakota.

For purposes of com orison

with Table VIII, the number of schools requiring dental
examinations

re included in Table VII.

In many of the schools,

the dental examination is given apart from the regular he 1th
examination.

For this reason, a discussion of dental examination*

will be taken u

in Chapter VII.

In Table VII, seventy-four schools or ninety per cent of
the eighty-two schools requiring health examinations are
represented.
tion:

The thirty one schools requiring health examina

for athletes have not beer, include- i . .able 711.

^4,,Ligh School Victory Cor a .Medical Examination, * North
Dakota State Department of Health.
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TABLE VII
ITEMS MO ST FRE.vtJENTLI CHECKED IN NORTH DAKOTA
SCHOOL HEALTH EXAMINATIONS

ilaQfe.

Item

1... •
2 --3 --A #„
5....
0....
? ___
8.....
9....
10...
11...
12...
l,a..,
14...
15,,,
13
17...
ia...
1 9 ^
20...

RPfrcusncy
. .?c
. .57
. .64

. .57
. .54
. .51
. .49
^44
. .41
. .36

Comparison of Those Items Receiving the Rost Emphasis In the
Health Examination With Those Items Most Frequently
Found to be Causes for Rejection of 'crld
"ar II Draftees
The Iterne In a health examinations have far reaching
implications.

Byrd states that the items In the health examination

era important to the health of the nation.*®

The most frequent

causes for rejection of World War II Draftees are listed in
diminishing order of their frequency in Table VIII, page 30.

of

*®011ver c!« Byrd, HExamining Health Examinations," /carnal
.vclc 1 due tion anti health, p. 498, hovembsr 1941.
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These figures were compiled by Elmer D. Pe&sley in an article
titled "Examination of Yesterdays School Children," published in
the Health bulletin (North Carolina), Ray 1949.16
TABLE VIII
MOST FRE h OEHT CAUSES FOR REJECTION OF WORLD WAR II DRAFTEES
Item

Per cent

1 ..........

........ He art

arid Blood

Wf

5 ......... ..
6 ..............
? ..............
9
.......
10
.......
1 1 .........

•re au are ..10.0
..... 6.8
...... 6.3

Conu... 6.3
...... . 6.2
........... I
. r e ........... ........ 0.6
........ Fe e t ........... ..... 4.0

..... •••..9
... ...1?.?

In Table VIII, tooth deficiencies rank first in causes for
rejection, while in T^ble VII, page 30, teeth rank sixteenth among
the items most frequently checked in the health examination in our
schools.

In terms of national security, the schools are f iling

to emnhnsire thle p rt of the examination enough.

The s me is

true of those parts of the health examination involving ins ac
tion for hernia, of orthopedic defects (muscles and bones), blood
test and urinalysis (venerial disease), feet, and blood pressure.
The

roblem of mental hygiene was not included In this investigation

therefore, no statistics are available to determine to
the schools of North Dakota are steeting this situation.

16 liver /■:. Byra. , . .is.. p. 50?.

?hat extent
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By eimllar comparison, those Items, ouch as he rt, lungs,
vision, and hearing appear to be receiving emphasis commensurate
with their relative importance to our country’s security.
Adequacy of Scope as Helated to the Number of Items checked
It is difficult, if not impossible, to determine Just how many
of the items listed may be excluded from the examination before
the examination Is no longer of any value.

Certainly, any oojrt

of the examination, if performed, is & step taken towards meeting
the health needs of the student.

In b o 1 st as the adequacy of the

examination is concerned, some of the items are more Important than
others.

As

reviously mentioned, the scope of the health examina

tion in many schools is limited to a large extent, to lack of
f duties,

fund,

n*

enUc OL personnel.

In s-'ite

f this, some

of these schools hare conscientiously set out to do whatever could
be done to protect the health of the student.
Table IX is a composite break down of the seventy-four schools
into the number of items these schools are including in their
he It h e:: - in tions.
Those schools which are including all of the items listed in
their health examination are to all intent and purposes,
fulfilling the ideal situation as far as scope of the examination
is concerned.

By ins action then, the distance down the list of

variance with the ideal situation is a measure of the adequacy of
the health examination.
To clarify the picture somewhat, it is necessary to determine
in the instances where items rare excluded, just what these items
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are, as some of the items bear more importance relative to
adequacy than others.

A comprehensive health examination should

include such items as heart, lungs, blood pressure, hernia, vision,
hearing, orthopedic defects, skin, nutrition, nose and throat,
and health history.

TABLE IX
THE NUMBER OF ITEMS INCLUDED IN THE HEALTH EXAMINATIONS
PERFORMED IN THE FULL! AND MINOR ACCREDITED
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF NORTH DAKOTA *
\
Number of Items

Number of Schools

1 9 ......................
1 8 ......................
1 7 ......................
1 6 ......................
15
1 4 ......................
1 3 ....................
1 2 ..........
1 1 ......................
1 0 ..
9 ......................
8 ...................
7 ......................
6 .....
5 ......................
4 ......................
3 ......................
2 ......
1 ......................

Per cent

Schools

19
4
8
11
3

................. ...IA. 25.7
...... ............... . .V 5.4
......................1 .8
................. . .. ... 14.9
*•••••••••. 4 ...••••>> v < i 4.0
2
2.7
7 ..........................
9.5
2 ..........................
2.7
4
5.4
2 .........
2.7
5
6.6
2 ........
2.7
0
0.0
3
4.0
0
0.0
1
1.4
0
0.0
1
1.4
0 .........................
0.0

Nineteen items included.
Dental examinations and
examinations given athletes are not re resented in Table, IX.
The four schools Including everything but one item have
omitted posture in three instances.

The seven schools includ

ing everything but two items have omitted, in two cases,
orthopedic defects and hernia; in one case blood pressure and
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blood tests, In one case blood test and urinalysis, in one case
feet and urinalysis and in two cases urinalysis and hernia.

This

tendency toward eliminating the more important items and concen
trating on the lose important ones increases with snowballing
rapidity until at the bottom of the list, those sohools including
only two or three items in their health examination are
emphasizing such things as height, weight, and posture, instead
of heart and lunge.

Again the re eon for this may be attribute:

to lack of medleal personnel, funds, and facilities.
On page 32, the items which should be ineluded in a
compr® ensiva health examination as defined by the author are:
heart, lungs, blood pressure, hernia, vision, hearing, orthopedic
defects, akin, nutrition, nose and throat, and health history.
Using this as an arbitrary measure of adequacy, there are accord
ing to the authors findings, twenty-eight schools or 3?.8
per cent of the seventy-four schools filling in this part of the
questionnaire, which are giving health examinations adequate in
sco e.

These schools Include the nineteen checking all the items

listed, four schools checking all but three items.

ohools

checking fifteen items or less are leaving out one or more of the
items lifted as a “must* for a com-rehenelve health examination.
Since figures

r e not available for all of the eighty-two schools

requiring regular health examinations relative to the number of
items checked, it cannot be said definitely whether the twentyeight schools giving a comprehensive health examination are
representative of all the fully and minor accredited cohoole.
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However, since the majority of schools requiring regular health
examinations are represented In the sampling,

(90.0 per cent of

the eighty-two schools Involved) the trend suggested bj the above
figures Indicates that approximately seventeen per cent of the
16Q schools Involved In this Investigation are requiring health
examinations which are adequate in scope.

This undoubtedly would

be subject to a revision, upward or downward, if the remaining
eight schools were represented here.
Summary of Findings
The findings of this chapter relative to the scope of the
health examinations among the fully and minor accredited schools
are as follows)
1.

Those parts of the health examination whieb are

most frequently checked, may be performed by the
nurse and the teachers suggesting that the predominent
trend le to limit the health examination to a routine
medical inspection.
E.

In comparing the items moat frequently checked In

the health examinations given in the fully and minor
accredited schools with those items whloh were the
most frequent causes of rejection of World *ar II
draftees, it was found that the eohools as a whole
are falling to emphasise certain parts.of the examina
tion which have an Important bearing on our country*s
welfare.

The items Involved are teeth, hernia,

orthopedic defects, blood tests, urinalysis, feet, and
blood pressure.

3.

Gommensurnte with the tendency to limit the health

examination to a routine medic 1 inspection, is the
policy practiced by many of the schools to eliminate
the

most

itn ortant

bases of the health examination.

Especially is this true in those schools where the
health examination consists of a routine medical
Ine action.

A ty leal exam 1© 1

demonstrated by

those schools where health examinations consist of
checking the height and weight, posture, feet, and
skin rather than checking the heart, lungs, blood
pressure, and orthopedic defects.
4.

According to the author's definition of the minimum

requirements for a comprehensive health examination,
page 32, there are twenty-sight schools, or 37,8 per
cent of the seventy-four schools reporting require
health examinations which are adequate in scope.
Ince 90.0 per cent of the twenty-two schools involved
are represented by the above figure, it would appear
from the tabulations, that approximately seventeen
per cent of the 168 schools involved in this inves
tigation are requiring examinations which are
dequate in scope.
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CHAPTER VI
THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE HEALTH EXAMINATION

In this chapter, an attempt has been made to determine the
extent to which the schools are adhering to recommended
administrative practices relative to health examinations.
Generally speaking, objections to health examinations as
they are now performed in the schools are confined to conscientious
individuals who want to see the school child get the beet in
health services.

The opposition expressed is based primarily on

the faults evolving out of

oor administrative practices.

The administrative policies and

ractices in the North Daiota

fully and minor accredited school® as they measure up to recom
mended procedure, will be discussed in the following order;
1.

ersonnel involved in the perform'nee of the health

examination.
2.

The items checked by the physician, nurse, and

teacher.
3.
4.
5.

The payment of the

hysician.

Tiere the health examination is held.
The nur ber of students examine.: per hour.

6.

arent 1 attendance at the examination.

7.

e l i d e s relative to privacy and the removing of

clothing.

3?

Personnel Involved In the Performance
of the Health Examination
In the Korth Dakota schools there are four different types
of examiners performing the health examination.
physician, nurse, teacher, ana dentist.

They Include the

The role of the dentist

will be discussed in Chapter VII.
Table X discloses personnel Involved in the performance of
the health examination among the various schools.

Pighty or

97.& per cent, of the eighty two schools requiring regular health
©xaminations reporting.
ixty-nlne or 86.2 per cent of the eighty schools reporting
have indicated that the examination is performed by a physician
who, in all but six instances, is assisted by the nurse, teacher,
or student.
school on

In three instances, the physician is employed by the

. part time bases.

Twenty-one of the schools re ort

that the school has access to the services of the family physician,
or In some cases the local private physicians.

Forty-five of the

schools have indie; ted that the physician performing the health
examination is the city or county health officer.
The policy of employing a part-time school physician is
beneficial from the standpoint of bringing to the schools the
latest developments in medical science, but the disadvantage of
making school health secondary to more important professional
matters may be incurred.
Turner has suggested some of the more 1m ortont advantages
and disadvantages of employing the family
administrator of the health examination.

hysician as the
The advantages include
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closer phj8lclao.ptlent relationships* a greater senes of parental
responsibility for such services, and getting the pupils under
the supervision of the family physician by one direct move.
T ABLE X
PKRSCNNEL INVOLVED IN THi PERFORMANCE OF
THE HEALTH EXAMINATION

59 Fully
21 Minor
Accredited Accredited
Schools
Ochoala

Aura- Per
ber cent

.iyslclan,
urse,
Teacher, and Student
Physician, Nurse,
?e ehcr

umber
of 163
ochoola

er cent
of 168
chools

Hura- Per
ber

cent

2

2.4

1

4.3

3

2.7

25

42.3

7

33.3

32

9.0

1

4.0

1

1.2

11

50.0

20

24.4

nd

Physician, Nurse, and
Student
Physician and Nurse

9

15.

Physician and Teacher

5

.5

5

6.1

Physician and Student

1

1.7

1

1.2

Nurse, Teacher, and
tUv;v?nt

1

1.7

1

i.

Nurse and Teacher

3

4.1

4

4.8

Physician Only

6

1 .

6

7.3

Nurse Only

6

10.2

6

7.3

Physician, Nurse, and
Student

1

1.7

1

1.

1

4.8
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The main disadvantages are* lc-cfe of uniformity In reporting
findings, a tendency to under-emphasise health education

ossl-

billtles, excuses from participation in required physical
e d u c t i o n based upon parental request, rather than medical
findings.17
From Table X, Page 38, eleven schools have indie ted that
the health examination le performed by the nurse who is

^slated

in five eohoois by teachers or students (13*7 per cent of the
eighty schools reporting).

Kes onsibilitlae are eometin.es placed

upon the school nurse which she is not prepared to meet.

It

goes without saying that the nurse cannot fill the shoes of the
physician if the he 1th examination is to be thorough.
There seems to be no uniform policy relative to administrative
responsibility for the supervision of the health examination in
the fully and minor accredited schools of North Dakota.

In some

states, the law delegatee this function to the board of health,
and in other states, legal enactment places Jurisdiction of
health service with the board of education.

In North Dakota,

the tendency seems to be to direct this responsibility In the
hands of the city or county health departments as evidenced by
the fact that forty-five of the eighty schools reporting employ
the services of the

ubllc health Officer, and eleven other

sohoole the services of a Public Health lurae.

17 •
L1 •

turner, .j&ssi

ar&.

on the other hand,

U-
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the administrative responsibility has been directed into the
hands of the board of ©due tlon by the remaining twenty-four
schools employing either a m r t - t l m e school phjrsloian or local
private physician.
The merits of the two views have been expressed by Brownell
18
ae follows*
1*

Arguments favoring board of health control*

Boards of health possess legal power which is
not delegated to the school (control of communlc ble
disease).
The board of he 1th carves the indivi
dual during his pre-school life and after school
is ended.
This service should not b© interrupted
for the erlod he ia in school. Moreover, the
board of health ©raploys a personnel and provides
facilities which should not be duplicated.
In
short, school authorities should cooperate with the
board of health Instead of instituting a service
which parallels one already in existence.
2,

Arguments favoring board of education control:

School healt: supervision is primarily
e d u c a t i o n ! in its
seo e,
In such matters school
authorities should have control, since they are
in a better position than any other group to
determine existing needs and satisfactory proce
dures. ...Better cooperation may be secured from
homes because parents are accustomed to dealing
with the school; whereas, the board of health is
looked upon as a police agency.
That teachers
cooperate better with the school health authorities
is proved by ex erlence, since such authority
places all under the same directing influence.
Schools are conducted primarily for the education
of children, a fact which implies the development
of a child*s physical potentialities as well ae
his mental aptitudes.8
1

18W i n i a » s and Brownell, health and ;:hyslo--l Rduc tlon for
-jMia
.. 14'. '
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The delegation of responsibility to either of the two above
authorities should be tempered by the local situation.
of

orth Dakota is

The state

redomlnently rur 1, it follows than that not

all of the school systems Involved will have available the neces
sary medical personnel, facilities, or funds to

romote a good

health eervice program, partly because most of the communities
served, have a population of 2000 inhabitants or less.

The

tendency to direct this responsibility into the hands of the local
health units appears to be Justifiably sound, otherwise, the

er

cent of schools requiring health examinations would be probably
considerably less than 67. b per cent.
■ifrfita.Ir.iTttfl*. rfitflfo; Jt£&

urform-noe aL

... A!ihPlan:

The student may assist oy weighing ana measuring, recording data,
seeing that the necessary supplies and equipment are orderly
arranged, directing other students to the proper stations, seeing
to the comfort and convenience of parents, and numerous other
meni 1 but important tasks,
from Table X, page 3@, In only seven schools do the students
t ,.e o rt in the ad ministration of the health exa i

tion.

Apparently a large majority of schools aro failing to realize the
education;! potent! lltiea afforded through student partieloation.
The health examination would become more meaningful to the
student if he or she were allowed to assist the nurse, physician,
and teacher in r>re aring for

nd carrying out the examination.

*Q.: obeys As el stance During tho l ^ o r m w f i c e of J&SL
The teacher can aid the physician in diacovaring the

tjM!

pupil's habits,

mannerisms, energy levels, and In recording and expediting the
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examinations.

The teaohers participation will in Itself help the

teacher to learn the importance of certain aspects of the hygiene
instruction; will help her in observing symptoms of abnormal
health in the classroom; and in discovering important clues for
management of the pupil.

Forty-five schoole h; va indicated that

the teacher assists the physician and nurse in the performance
of the health examination.
eighty schools reporting.

This amounts to 56,2 per cent of the
This is an encouraging trend, but there

Is no apparent reason why the teacher cannot assist in all of the
eighty schools.
.ur^9- Asg.lstance During the performance of the axanlnatlons
Apart from performing oertein parte of the examination, the nurses*
duties include such tasks as overseeing the preparation of
facilities and equipment for the examination, arranging examina
tion schedules, sending invitations and notices to parents,
meeting pu-ills at the time of the examination and helping them
in their preparation, and recording physicians- * findings etc.
>ixty-two schools, or 77.6 per cent of the eighty schools
reporting, have indicated that the nurse assists the physician
in the administration of the examination.

In only six schools

does the physician perform the examination unassisted.
In Chapter I, reference was made to the previous studies of
Sutler and Richards.

Richards found that the nurso was the

predomlnent figure performing the health examination.
From the findings thus far, the physician and the nurse are
the two

rineipal figures in the administration of the health
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examination among our schools.

In Table XI, below, the place of

the physician and the nurse in the administration of the health
examination today is compared with findings of HiChard8 in 1932#

19

t a b l e : XI

TRENDS RELATIVE TO THE POSITION OF THE PHX8ICIAN AND NURSE
IN TIE ADMINISTRATION OF THE HEALTH EXAMINATION

Per cent of
32 Schools
(1960)

Per cent of
95 Schools
(1932)

Examination Performed by
the Physician

67.0

29.4

Examination Performed by
the Nurse

13.4

49.4

Examination Performed by
the hysician Assisted
by the Nurse

75.6

14.7

It can be seen from the above table that there has been a
decided trend in the pact eighteen years away from the performance
of the health examination by the nurse to the performance of the
examination by the physician.

This would seem to indicate that

the schools are giving a much more thorough examination today than
they were eighteen years ago.

The pa rt played by the nurse In the

IQ
Frank Richards,*The Physical Examination Practices in the
Classified Schools of North Dakota/' p, 49, Unpublished Masters
Thesis of North Dakota University, 1932.
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exnjilnatlon ie In no way minimised however, as her efforts are
directed more foroeably towards assisting the physician in
performing the esemination, which la itself another point in favor
of more thorough health examinations.
Items Cheeked by Physician, Hurae, and Teacher
Table XII represents those items most frequently checked by
the physician, nurse, and teacher in the performance of the health
ex? minatlon.
TABLE XII
ITEMS CHECKED BY THE PHYSICIAN, NURSE, AND TEACHER IN THE
HEALTH EXAMINATION: EIGHTY SCHOOLS REPORTING

Physician

Height and ’eight
Vision
Throat
Posture
Hearing
Skin
Heart
Lungs
Eye Disease
Nose
Health History
Ear Disease
Nutrition
Feet
Blood Pressure
Hernia
Orthooedlc Defects
Blood Tests
Urinalysis

3
13
39
13
10

22
67

66
37
43
7
39
13
29
49
44
31
36
30

Nurse

Teacher

44
50
37
40
64
41
6
f
27
29
46
21
36
23

46
20
3
36
20
20
1
1
4
2
18
1
21
10

13
6
5

2

o

Number
of 80
Schools
Reporting

70
69
69
67
66
66
64
63
61
61
57
57
54
52
51
44
41
30
30

Per cent
of 80
Schools
Reporting

87.5
06.1
86.1
as. 6
b ; .4
8 .4
80.0
79.0
76.2
76.2
71.2
71.
67.6
6; .0
63.8
55.0
51.
45.0
?7.5
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One superintendent wondered whether this part of the question
naire was a check on the medical

rofession or the schools.

The

author makes no pretence of knowing Just what parte of the
examination the physician or nurse should

erform.

clever, It

would seem logical to assume that the nurse is not qualified to
examine such things as the heart, lungs, and other parts of the
body

m i o h require the specialized training of a

hyalolan.

In

Table XII, page 44, the heart and lungs are examined by the nurse
in six ln&tances, and in two instance® by the te oher.

Thar-, is

a danger here of mi©interpreting symptom® which results in a false
aenee of security on the part of the

ereon bcinp examined.

The purpose of Table XII la to show those items most
frequently checked by the physician, nurse, or teacher.

In nearly

all c see, the item wae checked by more than one individual.

This

does not necessarily imply duplication of responsibility, but
rather a cooperative effort on the part of the nurse and teacher
directed towards heloing the physician or the nurse to maze the
ex

in tlon complete and detailed.
Those iteme most frequently checked by the physician include

the heart and lungs, blood pressure, blood test, urinalyela, hernia,
throat, nose, ear disease, eye disease, feet, orthopedic defects,
and skin.
Those items most frequently checked by the nuree include;
vision, herring,

vesture, © in, health

1 story, thro.* t, eye and

ear diseases, nose, feet, and ortho edlc defect®.
Those items most fre aently checked by the teacher include;
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height and weight, posture, nutrition, skin, hearing, and vision.
Payment of the

hyslclan

There are those who feel that the t vorable

ubllclty the

physician receives from the performance of the health examination
free of charge is sufficient renumeration for his services.
However, in the case where the physician has a private practice of
his own, it is more logical to assume that it would be neither benlfiolal or practical for him to take time away from his office to
render his services to the local school free of charge.

The

physician's time is valuable, not only to himself but to the people
of the community.

It is right and Just that he should be

for every minute of his professional services.

aid

Usually the fee

charged by the physician to the school is minimal and does not
exact undue hardship on the school or the parents.
pi Id to the

ihe salary

hyslclan is based primarily upon the length of time

he spends at the school.

illiams claims that the best

from the schools' standpoint is to

ractice

ay the physician an annual

salary, and that payment by the hour, the visit, or nu her of
pupils examined is quite unsatisfactory.20
The practloea in the North Dakota schools are summarised
In Table XIII.

illiams and Brownell, o c. c l t .,

. 23.

TABLE X I I I
;'AY».;r; o f p h y s i c i a n i

-v e n t y

c ?u >0L3 r e p o r t i n g *

=========
46 Fully
;
:4 i*inor
Accredited Accredited
Schools
Schools

'um Per
ber cent

:ervices Free

Number
of 168
Schools

:er cent
of 168
SchoolB

dum Per
ber cent

31

65.4

16

66.7

47

67.0

9

19.6

7

29.1

16

2k .9

Paid Flat Annual Salary

4

8.7

1

4.2

5

7.1

Paid Per Hour

2

4.3

2.

2.9

Paid Per

xamin tlon

The thirty-one eohools requiring examinations for athletes
re not included in the above table.

Over h. If, or 67 per cent of the seventy schools reporting,
hold an examination which Is free to the students.

This is due

to the fact that in forty-five of the forty-seven schools
represented, the health examination Is performed by the health
officer or health nurse, both of whom are paid by the health
de artroent.
Sixteen, or 22.9 per cent of the schools Involved initiate
the

alley of paying the physiol n for each examination Performed.
Of the remaining seven schools, five pay the physician an

annual salary, and in two schools, the physician is oald by the
hour.
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From the sampling of seventy schools, the

ore favorably

recorasended policy of paying the physician annually is enjoying
a small degree of popularity.
'
Where the Examination is Held
The place of the health examination hae a bearing on the
adequacy of the examination.

Such considerations n o a. reasonable

degree of privacy, the absence of confusion and undue nolee, the
availability of adequate f acilities and space, segregation and the
emotional set of the student are determining faceore.
There are many advantages to be found in giving the health
examination at schools.

To begin with, the presence of teachers

at the examination is facilitated.

Ae et' ted

revlou&ly in this

Chapter, the presence of the teacher at the examination is
benificlal to the physician, nurse, student, and f-rally, and to
himself.

Giving the health examination at school also facilitates

recording of the findings and the filing of the same at the school)
thus alleviating the confusion arising from the transfer of records
to and from the physician*s office*

hen the health examination,

are given at the school, all of the students can be examined in
one or two days; whereas, if the examinations are given at the
,. ' !I •, .
physician's office, they may be e r r i e d out over a period of
sev rai months bee- use the physician cannot neglect his private
r ctioe.
t ease

'syohologlcally, the students

re likely to feel more

.rid in a more acceptable frame of mind at school than in

the formal confines of the p h y s i c i a n s office.
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On the ether hand, when the examination is oerformed at the
office of the physician, suoh considerations aa adequate facilities
and space, privacy, and the neat orderly appearance of the physi
cian's office help to inspire confidence both in the examining
physician and in the procedure.
fable XIV indicates the number and per cent of fully and minor
accredited schools giving the health examination at the school as
comuared to the number and per cent of these schools holding the
examination at the office of the physician.

The ihlrty-one schools

giving the health examination at the school as compared to the
number and per oent of these schools holding the examination at
the office of the physician.

The thirty-one schools requiring

examinations for athletes only are not included.
TABLE XIV

WHERE THE HEALTH EXAMINATION IS HELD

57 Fully
£1 Minor
Accredited Accredited
schools
Schools

Num- Per
ber cent

h% tib© School
At the Physician's
Office

Number
of 78
Schools

er Cent
of 78
Schools

Mum- Per
ber cent

51

89.4

17

6

10.6

4

G. 8

68

7.2

19. .

10

12.8
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In 8 ? . 2

per cant of the seventy-eight schools re, orting, the

policy of giving the ho 1th examination at th® aohoolo Is
followed,

'Tiile th® BUMiillta

I *8 per cent hold th® health

examination at the office of th®

byciolan.

The f et that th®

examination la performed in half of these schools by a visiting
he 1th officer and nurce is, no doubt, a deciding factor.

rom

the standpoint of capitalising on the health examination as an
educational experience, the schools have unique possibilities.
Of the sixty-eight schools giving the examln tion at school,
thirty-five, or 45 per cent of the seventy-eight schools, hold
t is examination In the classroom.

The adequacy of the examina

tion in these schools la questionable, on the basis of inadequate
facilities.

Four of the sixty-eight schools hold the examination

in the locker room, sixteen schools in the gymnasium, and six
schools in the school nurses office,
givln

Cf the remaining ten schools

the examination in th© offioe of th© physiol n, four hold

the examination at the public healt

linlo, and six at the office

of the family physiol n.
From the standpoint of adequate facilities, sixteen of the
seventy-eight schools or 20.5 per cent, are probably giving
adequate examinations.

This includes the six schools holding the

examination et the school nureee office.

The sixteen schools

holding the examination In the gymnasium may or m y
filling this criterion.

not be ful

The remaining thirty-nine schools holding

the examination in the locker room and in the classroom are very
likely limited bee use of lack of facilities

space.
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The Slumber of students examined

er Hour

One of the most serious imperfections relative to the health
. examination concerns the number of children exr ine

r hour.

Health experts believe thoroughly in health exa^.ia-. tione, but
they contend that a system which belittles the bona fide health
examination by permitting a school doctor to examine fifty to
sixty children per hour and then ex eets the family
act on information obtained by such unscientific
inefficient to the

olnt of bein

hysician to

eon , ie

worthiest.

How long the examin-tion should be In order to be effective,
is a m tter that can be determined only by the extent end scope
of the examination.

According to Turner,

inations per hour are scheduled,

5If

ore than oix exam-

.11 parties concerned should

clearly understand that some valuable features of a health
e-r

nation are bein

s crificed.

Hughee states, "At least thirty or forty minutes
should Po given for a;:

.nation

hu ooneuli. tion.

2

ar student
The

American Public Health Association recommends that a minimum of
five .-.inutes must be

Iloved.for e-ca or

motion.

Table XV, page 52, represents the situation in North Dakota
ae it

tes to the number of children examined per hour.

21 d. t . Turner, O p . clt..

. 211.

illiam Leonard Hughes, Administration of Health ana
.... ii dolleaea. p. lift.
a

^ C l i f f o r d L. Brownell,
...lo. . . 161.

irinci ;les of Health i
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TABLE XV
NU HER OF PUPILS EXAMINED PER HOUR*
T fIRTX* EIGHT SCHOOLS RE ORTI’O

29 Fully
9 Minor
Accredited Accredited
Schools
Schools

hum- er
ber cent

Humber
of 38
Schools

Per cent
of £8
Schools

um- Per
ber cent

One to Five
Examinations Per Hour

4

13.3

2

2.2

6

15.8

six to nine
Examinations

er Hour

3

10.4

3

33.3

6

15.8

Ten to Fifteen
Examinations Per Hour

1?

58.6

4

45.0

21

56.0

Twenty to Twenty-five
Examinations Per Hour

6

16.7

5

13.4

The per cent of the thirty-eight schools meeting the
e n t e r i o n s recommended toy Turner relative to the number of students
examined

er hour, amounts to 16*8.

five students

er hour*

These sohoole examine one to

Thirty-three, or 36.6 per cent of the

thirty-eight schools are measuring up to the criterion recommended
by the American

ubllo Health Association.

This Includes the

thirty-three schools examining one to fifteen students per hour.
Only 13.4 per cent of the schools represented in the above table
are examining too many students per hour to give adequate health
examinations.
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The Problem of Parental Attendance at
the Health Examination
The presence of parents at the health examination, especially
at the elementary school level is highly desirable from the stand
point of enlisting the cooperation of the home, school, and child
in the oorrectlon of remediable defects; obtaining parental
support for the entire school-health program* reassuring the child
and overcoming fears, finding out about hia habits and oractlcee
at home; paving the way for appropriate relationships between home
and the family physician; and providing an excellent opportunity
for the medical advisor to win the confidence of the child, family,
and teacher.
Table XVI reveals the policies most frequently practiced by
the fully and minor accredited schools of North Dakota relative to
parental attendance at the health examination.

It also discloses

the number and per cent of schools c rrylng out this policy of
arental attendance.
From Table XVI, page 54, fifty-five per cent of the eightytwo schools requiring regular health examination? encourage
parental attendance.

A total of 23.2 pc** cent of the eighty-two

schools have indicated that the oarents are encouraged to attend
only the pre-school examination.

In grades one through twelve,

19.5 per cent of the schools have indicated parental attendance,
and in U .? per cent of the schools the parents are encouraged
to attend only in the primary and elementary grades.

From the

above findings, there seems to be a lack of policy governing
P'rental attendance at the examination.
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TABLE XVI
'OLXCXEO OGVFH Im

m

WAL

*TTEN DANCE AT HEALTH EXAMINATIONS

34 Fully
11 Minor
accredited Accredited
School©
ehoolft

.'umber
of 82
Schools

er cent
Of 82
School©

Tsum : er
ber cent

Rub her
ber cent

i
Only t the
BtsALantlfiik

re-school

In trades One Through
Twelve
Cnly in the Primary and
Elementary Grades

17

50.3

2

1*8

19

23.2

10

29.4

6

54*5

16

19.5

7

20.3

3

2.8

10

12.3

other Administrative

olloies

M&kiUlff, M iaagKilk; ClotMma According to turner,
*It le recommended that the student be stripped to the waist, with
shoe© o f f .... a g merit or robe should be worn by the older gtrle#*®*
The examination room should permit
ex pin© a fully dressed child.
three , or 40

riv cy.

No doctor c m

ro; ©rly

From Table XVXX# page 56, thirty-

or cent of the eighty-two schools requiring regular

health examinations require the child to strip to the waist or
oo

ietely.

from the ©tan >oint of facilitating the

. Turner,

oit.,

. 210

hysioi ns
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inspection, it is probably acre profitable to have the child strip
ocr lately, providing parents are

resent*

may result in undue embarrassment on the

However, such a

ollcy

art of the student, thus

defeating the educational pur ose of the examination*

..J&SSSX J2l £ l £ ;-lft”iSte,UP.a»

..aLUte .teJaLlYP.

As mentioned

abovo, no doctor can ?roperly examine a child who is fully dressed,
consequently, for the sake of the child1a welfare m & to facili
tate completeness, the examination must bo given in a confidential
si nner, necessitating privacy.

Of the eighty-two eci tol- replying,

37*9 per cent require that the examination be given privately.
The remaining schools did not indicate that t! is policy was
c rried cut.

It

-y be t

t the examination in these sc

ole ie

a : 1alter, routine inspection*

TABLE XVII
POLICIES GOVERNING Trft -HIVAC* OF THE El A INAT IDS AID SKIPPING

40 Fully
15 Minor
Accredited Accredited
schools
schools

Mum- Per
bar cent

Minor
of 82
Schools

er cent
of B2
chools

Uffi— Per
ber cent

Examinations are Given
iriv tely

23

56.6

8

53.3

31

37.9

Students are Required
to Strip to aist

20

50. C

10

56.6

30

36.9

students are Required
to strip Completely

2

5.0

1

6.6

3

6.1

Summary and Interpretations
.Lerspnnol P&gJfrjegAqg Iki M I l T d A M !
1.

Of the eighty-two schools requiring re. ul r

health examinations (examinations other than
special), 86.2 per cent indie ted that the
examination was performed by a physician, assisted
in all but six instances by the nurse, teacher, or
student.

The physician performing the examination

in over half of the schools Is a Public health
Officer.
2.

Of the eighty-two schools requiring regular

health examinations, 13.4 per cent employ the
services of a public health nurse for the perform
ance of the examination.
3.

The administrative responsibility for the

supervision of health appraisal in the fully and
minor accredited schools of North Dakota rests in
the hands of the health department in fifty-six, or
68.3 per cent of the eighty-two schools.

In twenty-

four, or £9.2 per cent of the eighty-two schools
reporting, the administrative responsibility rests
with the board of educ. tion.
'4.

In only

.5 per cent of the eighty-two schools, does

the student assist in the health examination.
5.

In 55 per cent of the eighty-two schools, the

5?

teacher assists in the administration of the health
examination.
6.

In 75,6 per cent of the eighty**!wo schools, the

nurse assists the physicl n in the administration
of the health exa lnation.
7.

The items In the health examination, in nearly

all instances were checked by two or more of the
examining personnel.

In six instances, the heart

and lunge were checked by the nurse or teacher.
Jre,fit or th£
8.

hy:-lcj a :

sixty-seven per cent of the seventy schools

reporting require a health examination whioh is
free of charge.
9.

Of the seventy schools reporting, 22*9 per cent

pay the physician for each examination performed.
10.

only 7,1 per cent of the seventy schools pay

the physician annually, and £.9 per cent of the
schools pay the

hysician by the hour.

The Place of the Examinationt
11.

Eighty-seven per cent of the seventy-eight schools

reporting hold the health examination at the school.
1£.

Fifty

er cent of the seventy-eight schools hold

this examination in the classroom, and locker room.
13.

Of the seventy-eight schools, 20.5 per cent hold

the examination in the school gymnasium•
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14.

of the seventy-eight schools, 20.5 per cent hold

the examination in the office of the family physician,
school nurse's office, or public health clinic.
The Number of Students Examined Per Hour?
15.

Of the thirty-eight schools reporting, 86.6 per

cent examine one to fifteen students per hour,
16.

Of the thirty-eight schools reporting, 13.4 per

cent are examining too many students per hour to be
giving adequate health examinations.
Parental Attendance at the Health Examination:
17.

Fifty-five per cent of the eighty two sohoole

requiring regular health examinations are encouraging
parental attendance at the health examination.
Privacy gt the Examination:
18.

Of the eighty-two schools, 37.9 per cent require

examinations to be given privately.
19.

Of the eighty-two schools, 40 per oent require

the student to strip to the waist or completely.
According to the findings of this ehapter, slightly over
four-fifths of the schools employ the services of a physician;
therefore, four-fifths of the schools are meeting up to one of
the prerequsltes for an adequately administered health examination.
On the other hand, it appears that the majority of schools are
failing to recognize the importance of teacher and pupil
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participation in the administration of the health examination
einoe only a little more than half of the schools have indicated
that the teacher assists in the exa inntlon, and only one-tenth
of the schools have Indicated that the students are partioioating
in the administration of the examination.
The roll of the public health department in school health
services is a big faotor in the Korth Dakota schools, since a
little over two-thirds of t’ a schools have access to the services
of the public health officer or public health nurse,

from the

standpoint of the number of schools requiring regular health
examinations, the program of health appraisal In the schools would
bo oerloucly handicapped if it were not for the influence of public
health departments, since only one-third of the school employ the
services of a private physician*

^'he fact that approximately two-

thirds of the schools reporting hold a health examination free of
charge to the students, and that over four-fifths of the schools
re ortlng hold the health examination in the schools, may also
be mainly attribute:

tc the Influence of the health department.
.

In the last eighteen years, the trend has been away from the
performance of the examination solely by th© nurse.

Today, in

the majority of oases, the responsibility rests with the physician
an . the nurse centers her efforts in assisting the physician.
This Indie tee that the trend has been towards more comprehensive
exa Illations since 193; .
Approximately one-seventh of th© schools reporting are
examining too many students per hour to be giving adequate health
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ex

in tions according to recommended procedure.

Ihla seems to

indie te thrt the schools are becoming more conscious of the time
element in administering/, examinations.
There is still much to be desired relative to the oollciee
of

rental attendance, removal of clothing, and privacy at

examinations aac-ng the schools investigated.

Only h If of the

schools *ar© encouraging parental attendance at the examination,
while approximately four out of every ten achools require students
to strip and give the examination

rivately.

The im llcatlon la

that the examination could hardly be anythin;.- but cursory

whan

the plysician is unable to check all parts of the body as would
be the situation when the students are not required to strip.
as

to the place where the examination is held, although it

is possible to give a fairly adequate examination in the classroom,
ch noes a r e , the lack of facilities and appropriate surroundings
would be serious hindrance,

dince nearly half of the schools

old the examination in the classroom or lockor room, it is
questionable whether these schools are offering adequate health
examinations.

CHAPTER V II

THE EXAMINATION OIVEN ATHLETES
Oberteuffer states that examinations for athletes frequently
vary sufficiently from all other examinations or observations as
to warrant claoelficatlon by themselves. 5

Not only does the

examination given athletes vary in scope, but also in purpose.
In the regular health examination an attempt is made to determine
the physical and emotional status of the Individual in order to
assist him in making the necessary adjustments to his school en
vironment.

The specific purpose of examining athletes is to

discover whether the individual is physically capable to partake
in some vigorous activity.
The topic of athletic examinations covers a wide field.

The

material presented in this chapter is limited to administrative
policies and scope.
From Table III, page 17, eighty-one schools required
examinations for athletes.

These eighty-one schools represent

47.2 oer cent of the 168 schools investigated.
Frequency of Examination Given Athletes
The physical examination for all students may be given once
every two or three years.

Examinations given athletes however,
pfl

should be given before the season starts.6
2
5

25Delbert Oberteuffer, school Health Education, p. 207.
26 Ibld
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Thus If the pupil is unfit for the sport in question, participation
to the detriment of his physic 1 well-being may be avoided.
Table XVIII indicates the policies relative to the frequency of
the athletic exaralnation, as practiced in the North BaKota fully
and ffiinoi accredited schools.
TABLE XVIII
POLICIES RELATIVE TO THE f%E^UEKCX Of
EXAMISATIOHS OIVEH ATHLETS8

58 Fully
23 Minor
Accredited Accredited
Schools
Schools

Num Per
ber cent

Number
of SI
Schools

Per cent
of 81
dchoole

Num Per
ber cent

Regular school Health
Examination ie All
That Is Required

3

13.8

8

34.8

16

19.7

Special Examinations
(liven Before Practice

25

43.1

6

6.3

31

zu.z

No Specific Time
Indicated

25

43.1

9

39.3

34

.1

—

Of the sixteen schools indicating that the regular school
he 1th examination was all that la required for students aartlcpatlng in athletics, ten indicated that the regular school health
examination consisted of & periodic examination given every year.
Such an examination would be adequate relative to frequency
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providing they are thorough in scope.

In the remaining six

schools, the regular schools’ health examination is eith er given
p eriod ica lly every three to four years is given in case o f
illn e s s , or is lim ited to a pre-school examination given upon
entr rice to school.

The frequency of these examinations is such

as to m ke them almost worthless.
From the findings above, i t is apparent that forty-one o f
the forty-seven schools reporting, or 50.6 per cent of the eightyone schools requiring examinations fo r athletes, give them often
enough to make them e ffe c t iv e .

The remaining 49.4 per cent of

the schools have no p olicy re la tiv e to the frequency o f a th letic
examinations.
The Scope o f the Examination Given Athletes
Eighty-one schools reported that examinations were required
of athletes.

Of these schools, th irty-th ree gave no indication

of the scope o f the examination.
Table XIX, page 64, represents the items checked by the
various schools arranged In order of diminishing frequency.

The

purpose of this table is to show those items considered to be
most important by the schoolB in the examination given athletes
as compared to the rank importance of these same items in the

regular health examination.
By comparing the items checked in the regular health
examination Table V II, page 28, with those items checked in the
examination given athletes, i t can be seen that the emphasis on
certain parts of the examination has changed.

The

ore strenuous
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TABLE XIX
ITEMS CHECKED IK THE EXAMINATION GIVEN ATHLETESj
ARRANGED IN ORDER OF DIMINISHING FREQUENCY*

Item

frequency
----------

1

___

2

--- 4 1 ......
8
--- 4 v .......
15
,...33........................ 16
--- 2 2 ........................ .14
.... 1 .......................... 3
___ 2 0 ..........................1
--- 1 6 ........................ 10
--- 1 6 ..............
19
--- 1 4 ..........................S
___ 1 4 ........................ .18
....14............... ........
--- 1 1 ..........................4
--- 1 1 ..........................5
--- 1 0 ........................ 17
.... 9 .........................1,
... .9............
13
............ 8 ......................................................................
.... 7 .........................11

3
4
5

6
7

e
i .

u.

12.
15.
14.
15.
16.
17.
12
1 :.

Item Hank In Regular
...ilrv UgJO-

i ........................................... .7

" U © h 1C (teeth ) In regular he 1th ex--*tn tlcn omitted.

'«? m is o f competitive sports on the human body necessitate
more c r it ic a l inspection ci the individual.
whic

a

iote that the he r t ,

ranked seventh in the frequency o f items cheeked in the

regular health examination, ranks f i r s t in the frequency o f items
©hecks
an..
ran

in the ex ms:nation given

- iL

th lo tes.

Conversely, height

rfLioh ranked f i r s t in the regular healt

examination

..ovanth in the examination given athletes,
/mother important difference between the examination givon

athletes and the regular health examination o f a l l students is
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shown In Table XX, belo*.

To be adequate, I t Is not necessary

fo r the examination given athletes to include a l l the items
lis te d in Table IX ,

*he re son fo r this may be attributed to

the fa c t that certain abnormalitlee such ss eye d eficien cies,
e tc ., h ve l i t t l e bearing on the

thleteo* a b ilitie s or c. la

b i l i t i e s to play the game.
Table XX aho^a the number o f items included or omitted by
the » Jority of schools in the s..m; lin g .
TABLE XX
THE NUMBER OF ITEMS INCLUDED IN THE EXAMINATION GIVEN ATHLETES
umber oi Schools

,umber pr ite ....
1 .............
1 .............
1 ? .............
1 .............

.1
.1
.2

lb .....................

.0
.1
.5

14...... .

1 .............
1 ..............
1 1 .............
1 .............

.1

.1
.1

a .............

.0

? .............................
.......... ...................

ii

o .............
4 .............

...

.7
.5

In detarnlng the adequacy o f the regul r school health
examination r e la tiv e to scope, the nunber o f items included in the
he 1th ex&min tion w s a d ecisive f ctor.
d iffic u lt to determine.
blood

Just how

ny 1

Certainly such items as heart, lunge,

restore, hernia, fe e t, height and weight, and health history
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should be included to have a complete health examination for the
athletes.
Fro© Table IX, page 66, thirty one of the forty-eight schools
reporting fro© three to seven items in their athletic examina
tions.

of these thirty-one schools, all but three c ec ad the

h e r t , lungs, and blood pressure.

Of the remaining seventeen

schools reporting, twelve checked the heart, lungs, and blood
pressure.

i >p rently, forty, or 35.3 per cent of the schools

re ortlng consider the heart, lungs, and blood pressure a "must"
in the examination given athletes.

By the same to>en 64.6 per

cent of the schools reporting have checked heart, lungs, blood
?re;-sure, and hernia as

rt of their examination given athletes.

Excluding health history, eighteen, or 37.5 per cent of the fortyeight schools reporting are giving adequate he 1th examinations
relative to scope, assuming the checking of heart, lungs, blood
pressure, and hernia to be a. minimum standard.

*his figure

includes thirteen of seventeen schools checking nine to nineteen
of the items, and five ol the thirty-one schools checking five to
eight of the items.
In an examination where a minimum of items such as those
listed above are checked, it is even more imperative that the
health history of the individual be considered.

The scbools

investigated appear to be minimizing the importance of this factor
in the health examination.

From Table XIX, page 64, seven or 14.6

er cent of the schools reporting are checking the health history
of the individual.

If this were to be added on to the minimum
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sco e of an adequate health examination for athletes along with
height, weight, and feet, only four, or 8.3 per cent of the fortyeight school® would be giving examination* adequate enough to be
considered comprehensive,

assuming a comprehensive examination

includes such items as heart, lungs, blood pressure, hernia, feet,
height and weight, and health history.
Summary and Interpretations
In the study of the health examinations given athletes, the
fullowlng findings h ve been disclosed:
1*

Of the 168 schools investigated, 47.2 per cent or

71.6

er cent of the 115 schools requiring he 1th

examinations require examinations for athletes.
E.

Of the eighty-one schools requiring examinations

for athletes, 50.6 par cent give them often enough to
make them effective.

5.

The examination for athletes varies in sco a

from the 8x*’!rin*tion re-, aired of -'ll student!-., ana
no s -x r to be more critical although less comprehensive.
4.

4mong those ltens cheeked most frequently fey the

forty-eight schools reporting, the heart, lungs, and
blood pressure are inspected in the exa inations of
.3

V

er cent of the schools.

In 64.6

er cent of

the schools, the coabination of heart, lungs, blood
pressure,
5.

nd hernia ur© checked.

in only 3.3

>er cent of the forty-eight schools

are the heart, lunge, blood pressure, hernia, feet,

height and weight, and health history considered In
the examination of
mum requirement

thletes.

i’hie in deemed the mini

for an adequate examination of

athletes.
6.

a

large majority of ochools

re failing to re lize

the importance of health history as a factor in the
ex usiin tion.
7.

Generally speaking, on the basis of inform tion

obtained, the majority of ;^rth Dakota fully and minor
accredited schools are failing to give adequate health
examinations to athletes, especially is this true
where scope of ths examination ie concerned.
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CHAPTER V III
THE DENTAL EXAMINATION
III this Investigation an attempt was made to determine the
extent to which dental examinations are practiced In the fu lly
and minor accredited schools o f North Dakota, and the adequacy
o f th is examination in terms o f frequency, the individual
performing the examination, and the place where the examination
is held*
The . eed fo r Dental Examinations in the Schools
coord in

to Oberteuffer, * .'urvey s from various states

indie te anywhere from f i f t y to ninety per cent o f a l l school
children su ffer from dental disease*

The problem la an acute

oae anu concerns the school fo r the same reasons that the
existence o f any handicap in childhood concerns the school.
Children cannot be educated a ffe c tiv e ly when they are diseased,
and they are en titled to a childhood as fre e from disease as
f

i l y , school, or community resources can

rovlde the-**.*27

Davie brings even more emphatic l l y to the fo re , the need
fo r dental examinations in the school® when he points out the
suggestive correlation between d efective teeth and malnutrition.
According to Davis, "tu tritio n a l privation results in a generally
weakened body which succuinbe ea sily to disease and to early
general fatigu e with it s concomitant ®lowin£j-up o f

'"’^Delbert Oberteuffer, School Health

11 o f the

question, p. 276.
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bodily

roeesces, including learning.

'henevsr dental clinics

have been introduced into the school nmehlnery, even though their
function ie largely palliative in character, there has b e e n ,a
marked increase in aver ge attendance.

In some localities it

was found that upwards of eighty per cent of absences in the third
fourth, and fifth grades were due, either directly or indirectly,
to tooth ache.

In a ny instances, the work, of the school dental

cllnicl n has reduced retardation of pupils by as

uch as fifty

per cent...,*
As pointed out in Chapter V, the most frequent cause for
rejection of World *'ar II draftees was attributed to dental
deficiencies.

It may not be the school*s responsibility to

correct these defects, but the schools have a responsibility to
the national welfare of the country as well ao to the individual
citizen, to discover these defects so that something may be done
about them.
The Situation in the North Dakota
Fully and Minor Accredited
Schools
t;f the 16

school systems investigated, forty-nine, or 29.2

per cent indie- ted that something was being done to alleviate the
situ tion.

Thi

fi ure included 34

accredited schools
schools.

er cent of the fully

nd 20.4 per cent of the minor accredited

Apparently the schools involved In this study

ure falling

down on the Job.

•' Frank G. Davie and others, <u :11

ersonnel services, p. 151.
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fatola XXI represents the situation relative to frequency of
dental examinations in the forty-nine schools reporting that
dental examinations were given.
TABLE XXI

FREOJF^CY OF DENTAL EXAMINATIONS

,36 Fully
13 .Minor
accredited Accredited
Schools
Schools

Num her
ber cent

•umber
of 49
Schools

Per cent
49
of
Schoole

dum Per
ber cent

jlo

i .4

9

69.1

25

51.0

Given ; !-• rmuully

2

6.6

2

15.4

4

.2

Given eriodloally
Every Three or Four
fears

a

22.2

2

15.5

10

0.3

10

27.8

Given Annually

Other

The Joint CommLttee on Health Problems in Education of the
National Education Association recommends that the child should
toe examined toy the dentist not later than the third year of life.
Thereofter, examinetlone should be made as frequently as t e
dentist recommends on the basis of Individual needs.29

Turner

29Jiatlonal Education Association and the American
Association, •’health Iduc tion, * p. 69.

edlcal
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claims that the dental examination should be at least once each
y e r after the child starts to school.
from fable XXI, It can be seen that fifty-one

er cent of

the schools giving dental examinations adhere to the practice of
giving dental examinations annually.

Light and two tenths per

cent of the forty-nine schools reporting require dental examina
tions at least once every two ye rs.

It cannot be arid t at

these schools are not meeting the needs of tt»e students, although
the practice of giving dental examinations bi-annually is not as
effective as the practice of giving them annually,
to the teeth can be done over a two-year period,

Much damage
i'he

0,2 per

cent of the forty-nine schools that give the dental examination
every three to four years ore accomplishing little in the way of
protecting the teeth of the students.

Of the ten schools falling

in the classification of “other* six gave no indication of the
ex mination frequency, three stipulated that the examination was
given only at the pre-school regular health examination, and one
stipulated that the dental examination was giver* only in the
prl ary grades.

Thus, of the forty-nine schools involved, fifty-

one per cent are adequately meeting the needs of the student in
so far as frequency of the dental examination is concerned.
Assuming the responsibility is left entirely with the school.

'0 . H. Turner,

chor 1

ealth and he Ith

lue tlor.. o. 69.
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Personnel Performing the Dental Examination
The only person capable of doing Justice to the dentil
ex miration is a

.u- iiried dentist.

The

jlei

n end. nur e may

be able to detect the more obvious defects, but as one dentist
told the author, eome harm may result In the case where no obvious
defect la apparent.

The

rents may be loci to believe that their

child’s teeth are in good condition, thus neglecting to visit the
f mily dentist until the damage is done,

iowever, in the

situation when a dentist is not available, the practice of having
the physician or nurse perforin a dental cheek is not to be
discouraged, as much o n

be accomplished which would otherwise

be left undone.
Table XXII represents the situation in the forty-nine schools
giving uental examinations.
TABLE XXII
PERSONNEL PERFORM I3G THE DENTAL EXAMINATION

36 Fully
13 Minor
Accredited Accredited
Schools
Schools

dum Per
ber cent

The Dentist
The Physician
The Nurse
The Dental Technician

Humber
of 49
Schools

rer cent
of 49
Schools

lum Per
ber cent

15

41.7

5

38.5

20

40.8

7

19.4

4

30.7

11

PI .4

12

33.3

2

15.

14

26.8

2

5.6

2

4

8.2

7.7
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In 4 .3

jr

cent oi' the forty-nine schools involve* , the

dental ex,- rninrtion 1« performed by the dent lot*
the

The nurse find

h y loir n combined perform the ientol examination in 51.1

per cent of the forty-nine schools.
a

parently the dental examination is performed in over one-

half of the schools by unqualified personnelj therefore, only naif
of the schoole are giving dental examinations which.can possibly
be

ueHuate enough in scope to meet t;.e dentti he. 1th neeue of

the student.
where the Dental Examination is Held
The question seems to remain unanswered whether the dental
examination should be rrade in the offices of private dentists, at
ubllc clinics, or at the school by visiting dentists.
,v

pec to each

*1 n.

There are

visiting dentist can discuss tie

whole problem with the teacher, finds the child in a familiar
atmosphere, and e^-vee time in malting large numbers of examinations.
On the other hand, examinations made at offices or clinics
usually have the advantage of better equipment, ordinarily require
parental

ttendance, and serve as gre ter invitations to immediate

correction and to the establishment of dental regime for the
particular child*

Here again, from the standpoint of ca Ital-

lzlng on the educational opportunities of the dental examinations,
the school would have t: e niv~;ita^a if the e r -"l

tlon

.-ere given

at school.
Table XXXII represents the situation as it certains to the
pi ce where the dental examination is held.
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table

*x i i i

THE PLACE 4H8RK THE DENTAL SXAHIBATICN I.J HELD:
PORTI-NIIIE UG'iOOIS HEPORTINS

36 Fully
1 3 ilnor
ccredlted Accredited
Schools
Schools

1 um F e r .
ber cent

At the School
Office of

rlv te Dentist

dumber
of 49
School c

Num For
ber cent

33

86.6

11

a- .6

44

39.8

3

8.3

1

7.7

4

.1

1

7.7

1

2.1

At the Dent il Clinic

Nine out of every ten schools hole the dental ex;
the school, whll
ex
at

ar cent
of 49
Schools

in tlon at

one out of ten schools h; ve indie; tel th t the

in: tlon is held either in the office of a private dentist or
dental clinic.

The reason is due for the mo.t

Influence of the health department, as In twenty-two

art to the
of twenty-

five Instances where the examination is performed by the physician
or nurse, the physician and nurse ere representing the health
de

rtmenfc; and in five instances vi ere the examination Is

performed by a dentist, the dentlet is representing thy health
de srtment.

It is the policy of the health department to send

dental clinics and health appraisal units annually, or as often
is

OwG'.bla to the v rioue schools

3 v

ublio service.
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Financing the Dental Program
In a large majority of fully and minor accredited schools
in

orth Dakota, the Cental examination is free to the students.

Table XXIV represents the authority responsible for financing the
dental orogram in the school requiring dental examinations.

TABLE XXI?
AUTHORITY RESPONSIBLE FOR FI8ANGU» THE DENTAL PROGRAM

36 Fully
13 Minor Number
Accredited Accredited of 49
Schools
Schools
Schools

Num Per
ber cent

The Health Department

'lum Per
ber cent

31

as. 6

11

84.6

44

89.8

2

5.1

1

7.7

3

6.1

3

8.3

1

7.7

4

.1

The School
The

Per cent
of 49
Schools

•rents

—
Again the greatest contributing factor for free dental
services in the schools m y

be attributed to the health de

rtment.

In seven out of the forty-nine q see, the dental program la
fin need by other authority.

The author is inclined te believe

that if it were not for the health department the health appraisal
of school children in the North Dakota schools would be seriously
neglected.
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Summary of findings
In the study of the dental examination practices of North
Dakota fully and minor accredited schools, the following findings
have been disclosed:
1.

On the basis of Information obtained, only IS.

per

cent of the 16S schools Involved In this investigation
^re requiring dental examin tione.

fhis indicates that

there la much to be desired in the way of dental exami
nations In our schools.

2.

Of the forty-nine schools reporting, 51 per cent are

adequately meeting the needs of the student in so far
•s frequency of the examination is concerned.

1'his

means that, half of the schools giving dental examln tlons
re requiring them annually.
.

Of the forty-nine schools investigated, 40.

r

cent ore enlisting the services of a dentist to perform
the examination.

In over half of the schools, the

dental examination is performed by a physician, or by
a nurse,

the implication here is that the dental exami

nation is adequate in scope in four out of every ten
schools requiring them.
4.

The authority responsible in 89.8 per cent of the

cases for the administration of the dental examination
rests with the health

ie j*tment.

Apparently, if it

were not for the health department, the number of
schools giving dental e xtinctions m u l d be nepliq ole.

5*

In 94

>er cent of the eases the dental ex «in tion

Is

erformed .t the school.

This provides the schools

n op ortunity to capitalize on the education 1
opportunities provided by examination#.
6.

In 96 ;>er cent of t. o cases the dental exa.nin tion

is given free to the students.
7.

1he number of school? requiring a dental ax:-minat ion

rmually, which is administerad by a qualified dentist
is e ual to seventeen or 54*7 per cent oi the fortynine schools involved.
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CHAPTER IX
DAILY OBSERVATION AND SCREENING
This chapter is concerned with the role of the teacher and
nurse In the continuous observation of the pupil.

An attempt

has been made to evaluate this phase of school health services
in the fully and minor accredited schools of North Dakota from
the standpoint of what Is being done by the teacher in terms of
morning and afternoon inspections, the number and per cent of
teachers trained to recognize deviations from the normal, and
the number and per cent of schools employing the services of a
nurse to make periodic screening examinations as well as the
extent or scope of the screening examination.

The number of schools

checking height and weight, and the frequency of height and weight
measurements.
Various lists of observable ooints ore available for the
teachers use in her dally inspection of pupils.
points have been summarized by Rogers as follows:

Some of these
The teacher

and nurse should be familiar with both personality and physical
djust manta

which children have to make.

The to eher and

nurse should look for the child who is shy, awkward, belllger nt,
or overstimulated.
breathing, unusual

They look for signs of decayed teeth, mouth
lor, breathlessness, malnutrition, defective

vision and hearing, skin eruptions, general nervousness, fatigue,
disinclination to play, frequent nosebleed, communicable disease,
and poor posture.
The te oher and nurse may conduct various screening tests
prescribed by the administrators or physioians.

Such tests
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Include

-eriodic weighing and a s s u r i n g of wupilB, use of

nallea

charts and similar testa for vision, an<? the use of the audio meterto
deters! as hew ••jell r u >Ile

r t a human voice.

Before ti e

r e g u l r l saith examinations, teachers and nurses obtain the health
M e t o r l e e of students, invite parents to attend the ex a min at Iona*
ilclren
thu

eychologically for their experience with

aysiei'-.n and dentist. *3The teachers observation is continuous and daily, and

significant deviations are reported to the proper

lace.

my
ia

program of this sort, best results are obtained when the teacher
nr t only under at; ids what is goin., on in the life of the e. lid,
but -o ifier: hia educational program to fit it.

These non-medical

observations are important frequently in prev ntlng the develo sent
of

ere serious physical or psychological states.
trorn what has been said, it la obvious that the teacher be

tr ined in order to competently recognize the many deviations from
normal health.

The 6ituation in the Morth Dakota Fully
and Minor Accredited schools
ccording to the findings of this invest! . ti n, thirty-eight
school systems have indicated that teachers are trained to
rec

nl?e deviations from the normal.

coat of the 16

This re r e s e t s

schools involved in this investigation*

.?

or

In i M o f

- Jr. J. F. hogers, :t t
very f o . c or
p aid
'a: - t the
hysle ;1 con dition o f her' u l l s . U. : . O ffic e o f due. tJ- n,
* iii *»e t

.o. 6 -•.

31

th se schools no Indication was given whether morning and aftern on inspections were made.

the i plication is that ap roxlsnately

one-fifth of the schools are hiring teachers who are cor.pet m t l y
u lifled tc reoogaioe deviations fron the noriaal.
elative to daily Inspections by the teacher, table XXV
represents situation in the

orth

ahot.

schools.

T hie

includes some of the schools which do net offer any other ty e
of he Iti

a

m l sal service:.
TABLE XXV
DAIIX OBSERVATION Bf TIAC HRS

54 Fully
S3 Minor Number
Accredited Accredited of 7?
Schools
iSchools
hchoole

'tim Per
ber cent

Horning Inspections
Only

3*

.

Afternoon Inspections
Only

2

3.3

'.orning nd Afternoon
Inspections

17

31. a

Per cent
of 77
choole

u ?— Per
ber cent

16

7

69.6

CO. 4

51

46.3

2

.6

:3

•0.1

i'rom the Informat Ion gathered, seventy-seven school systems
re orted that morning or afternoon inspections or both are
rt .... rd

ract Ice.

This amounts to 46.4 per cent of the 1C.
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schools investigated.
Of the fifty-one schools in which the teachers g*ve morning
Ina ections only, fourteen ati ulated that the teacher received
tr ining through nuree-te oher conferences.

Of the twenty-three

Gohools in which the teacher performed both morning and afternoon
inspections, seven indicated that the teacher received training
through nurse-teacher conferences.
f the 163 schools investigated, nineteen or 11.o per cent
indicated that practice of screening examinations by the nurse
w e e

rried out in the school.

In five of these schools the only

other health appraisal services rendered were examinations for
athletes in one school, and dental examinations in two schools.
The items moot frequently emphasized in the so< pe of the
nurse*s screening examination in North Dakota fully and minor
accredited schools appear to correspond with the list of
observable

oints discussed on page seventy-nine.
The Practice of Cheeking /’eight and

eight

These two items have been extensively exploited as indices
of nutritional statue but recent studies fail to support claims
*1LO
that have been made.
A height-weight relation is not a good measure of nutritional

vV,'"C.

. Turner, oo. cjt.,

p. 84.

* Bt

however, these measures are helpful in guiding Individuals

when a continued loss in weight occurs or when norm.1
! growth
increments fall to take place.
One hundred and six of the 168 schools involved in thle
Investigation, reported that height or weight or both were checked
periodic 1 1 / throughout the year.
According to Brownell the established plan of weighing
monthly, taking height once a year and comp ring these data with
standardized height-weight-age tables has been generally
accepted as orthodox procedure in the schools.
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The frequency of height and weight measurements in the dorth
Dakota fully and minor accredited schools varies from height and
weight monthlyto every six weeks, three months, six months, annually
and bl-annually.
checked,

Twelve schools indie -ted that height

lone was

i-hlrty schools indicated that height and weight w s

checked annually, nineteen that height and weight were checked
semi-annually, and twenty-four schools that height and weight
were checked every four or six wee-,3.

2he re*

ining schools

checked on© or the other or both at separate intervals.
Apparently the practice of checking height and weight
annually, every six weeks, or son 1— annually
the schools,

re meet

o >ul r among

These schools represent 69 per cent of the schools

re orting.

‘-^Clifford Lee Brownell,
hr- lied, page 193,

rlncl les of be-1th Education
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Summary of Findings
From the investigation of practices in the fully and minor
accredited schools of North Dakota,, relative to daily observation
by the teacher, screening by the nurse and the frequency of height
and weight measurements the following findings have been disclosed:
1.

Of the 168 schools involved In this investig tion

22.7 per cent have reported that their teachers

re

trained to recognize deviations from the normal in
their daily observation of pupils.

The implication Is

that one-fifth of the schools are hiring teachers who who
competently qualified to recognize deviations from the
normal.

2

.

Of the 168 schools Investigated, 46.4 per cent indi

cated that the practice of giving morning or afternoon
inspections, or both was adhered to.

of the seventy-

seven school.:: re- ortlng, twenty-one or 5,7.3

er coat

have indicated that the teachers are trained to recognlse deviations from the non al.
3.

Relative to screening by the nurse, 11.3 per cent

of the 160 schools investigated indicated that screening
examinations were given in their schools.

Of the

nineteen schools involved, five have no other health
appraisal service other than dental examinations,
examinations of athletes, and daily observation by the
teacher,

screening examinations appear to be lacking

in schoolc that

ore investigated.
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4.

Of the 168 schools investigated, 05 per cent have

indicated that height and weight are checked periodically
in their schools.
5.

The practioe of checking height and weight annually

semi-annually, or every six weeks is most popular in
the fully and minor accredited schools.

Apparently a

large number of schools are not taking into aocount
the generally reoommended practice of checking weight
monthly and height once a year.

CH APTER X

HEALTH APPRAISAL OF SCHOOL EMPLOYEES
From the standpoint of

rotectine the health of the pupil,

the importance of teacher health as well ae other school employees
cannot be minimised.

Davie claims that teachers are frequently
'< 4

res

naible for conveying tuberculosis germs to the young

upil.

It s/ould be difficult to estimate the influence the t e n d er nas
in the spreading of other respiratory diseases, such as the
common cold.

In many instances teachers who would otherwise

remain home in bed, force themselves to come to school because of
financial lose which may be incurred through failure of school
boards to initiate a

ollcy of paid sick leaves.

The examination

of employees handling food in the c feteria Is another major item
to be considered in protecting the child from disease.
In this chapter an attempt has been made to show the
situation ae it exists in the fully and minor accredited schools
of North Dakota relative to pre-era loyraent examinations and sick
leaves.
Examination of School Employees
Twenty-two of the 163 schools involved in this study, or IS
per cent, indicated that pre-employment examinations were* required •
sight schools indie ted that the examination woe at the Individ
ual*

expense.

Two school*

indie ted that the examination m e at

'~a1 nk G. Davis, and others, Euoll ,-ersonnel

service, p. 156.
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the school boards expanse.
in ie tion of the

The remaining

aen schools gave no

rty responsible for financing the ex

n tion.

Table XXVII shows the number and per cant of the fully and
minor accredited sohools requiring pre-employment examinations
oT to3

l.y.i

.

TABLE XXVII

PBE»EMPLOYMENT EXAMIN TION Of SCHOOL EMPLOYEES;

TV7£**TY-0 HE SaHOOLb REPOKTlNa

16 Fully
6 Minor
ccredlted Accredited
Schools
Schools

Num Per
ber cent

umber
of 168
chools

Per cent
of 168
schools

Num Per
ber cent

Pre-employment
Ex&mination Hequlred
of all School Employee*

7

44.0

3

50.0

10

6.9

Pro--:'” loyment
Ex ami nation ilequired
Only of Bus Drivers

4

28.0

1

If .7

&

. .0

Pre-em loyment
Ex mlnation Required
Only of Cafeteria
orkera

&

31.0

2

33.3

7

.. 2

Six per cent of the 168 schools Involved in this study
lire a

re-employment examination of all school employees.

Hone of these schools indie ted the frequency of this examination.
Of the three per cent represented by five of the 168 schools

requiring jro-err loyment exaaiin tlons for bus drivers, one
Indicated that the examination was required every six months*

It

is difficult to understand why more schools did not indicate that
bus drivers were required to undergo a medical examination,
recording to Section lb, Article 3419 of the revised Code of 1943,
—

."it

all be the duty of school boards to designate rc ut ble

physicians to examine each driver annually."...05
cent of the 16d schools are requiring

nly four per

re-employment examinations

of cafeteria workers.

Two of the seven schools involved h ve

in ie ted that a bloc

test was ..art of the examination.

From the information gathered, the schools of North Dakota
are hardly meeting the health needs of the student as related to
the health of school em loyees.
dick leaves for

school leachere

iifty-fchree, or 31.3 per cent of the 16

schools Investigated

have Indicated that salaried sick leaves were granted to teachers.
Table XXVIII indie tee the practices followed among the fiftythree schools re orting as they pertain to the number of days
salaried sick leave
The

awarded teachers.

ractlce of granting five days sics leave is most popular

among the schools investlg ted, followed by the practice of
gr nting three day salaried sick leaves.

Tract i c i l y all of the

scsools reporting grant from three to fifteen days salaried sick
levet.

Thirteen

to fiitee;

er cent of the schools involved grant from ten

days sick leave*

S5*1949 School Law Supplement* , Per; rtment of
tion. orth Dakota

ubllc Iu.-.tract
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©cording to the nuanbar of school# responding, approximately
throe out of ©vary ten schools appear to ha conserving

upil and

to -char health by granting salaried eioh leaves to teachers.
TABLE XXVIII
SICK LFAVK FOR SCHOOL TEACHERS*
r i m - T H R S ® SCHOOLS R '?ORTIJ»a

f,urber of Pays

Humber
43 Fully 10 Minor
Accredited '©credited of 166
•>ohools
Schools
Schools

Num Per
ber cent

U

Num ©r
ber cent

1

10.0

1

.6

25. e

2

£0.0

13

?.?

6

1

.6

2?

16.0

1
3

er cent
of 168
schools

4

1

2.3

5

21

4a* a

6

1

£.3

1

.6

9

1

8.3

1

♦6

10

9

6.9

4

2.4

15

3

6.9

3

1.3

;umber of Days Hot
Indio ted

2

4.6

2.

:.2

60.0

1

10.0
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t this time, the author would like to discuss come of the
Inconsistencies In the findings of this chapter.
on health examinations for bus drivers, It was

In the discussion
oIntel out that

at 'te laws require echool boards to designate re utabls physiol■■■■!»•
to

erfo rm these examinations annually,

Prom the findings of

this Investigation, tho schools are either neglecting this
responsibility or they failed to reply to the questions,

the

author acknowledges that his Interpretations of the findings
throughout this study may be •.dels-ding if the latter is the case,
it any be

olnted out that such interpretations are only

ta

accurate as the source of the Information.
nother case in point Involves the number of schools granting
slot, leave©*

one superintendent Indicated that 3' 1cried sick

la vo j faro granted teachers on the * T**
-■.ny o£ the school,

Tt is

osslble that

which h ve not indicated that salaried sick

leaves were granted to thee, but failed to Indicate this for
r a g ns of r discretional nature.

Therefore, It cannot m

eld

with certainty that the findings of Table s (VIII, page &9, pre»
neats an accurate picture of the true situation.
^ceaesionaiiy a limited isumoer of schools reply to
question or statement of policy in the questionnaire.

. jeclflc
In .ome

Inat aces, the a e a u m t i o n is made that the situation as Indicated
by these few schools is indicative of the true situation as
the.:,.:, all the schools were represented in the tabulations*
-s e e s .tion is made with reservation,
x

dome of the schools a y

ceely or inadvertently failed to answer, even though the

asstion mi s applicable- to them*

This
have j
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Summary o f Findings
From the in v e s tig a tio n o f p ra c tic e s in the f u l l y and minor
a ccred ited schools o f North Dakota r e la t iv e to the h ealth appraisal
o f school employees, the fo llo w in g fin d in g s have been d is c lo s e d :
1.

th irte e n per cent o f the 168 schools in v e s tlg ted

In d icated th at pre-employment examinations were
requ ired o f school em lo y e e s .

However, only 5.9 per

cent o f the 168 schools req u ire pre-sch ool examinations
o f a l l employees.

On the basis o f inform ation obtained,

th is would seem to in d ic a te tnat only 5.9 per ets.t o f
a l l the schools in vo lved are taking every precaution to
p ro te c t the health o f the student, as w e ll as the
employee.

Of the remaining 158 schools, only twelve

in d icated th at an attempt was made to insure the health
o f the student and school personnel.

Seven o f these

schools req u ire a l l c a fe t e r ia food handlers to undergo
a pre-employment examination, and f i v e req u ire but
d riv e rs to take pre-employment examinations.

From the

fin d in g s o f th is in v e s tig a tio n , the m ajority o f school
boards are n e g le c tin g t h e ir le g a l r e s p o n s ib ilit y .
2.

Of the 168 schools in v e s tig a te d , 31.5 per cent

granting s a la rie d sick lea v e s to teach ers.

re

The p ra c tic e

o f gran tin g three to f i v e days le a v e is most popular
among the f u l l y and minor a ccred ited schools o f North
Dakota.
3.

According to the fin d in g s , the m ajority oh the

schools Investigated are little concerned with
the health of their employees as it effects the
health of the student
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CHAPTEK XI
THE INADEOUACI OF HEALTH APPRAISAL SERVICES
IN NORTH DAKOTA SCHOOLS
The findings of this investigation have revealed that there
is much to be desired in the way of health services in the fully
and minor accredited scl
attempted to ferret out

Is of North Dakota.

The author has

those reasons most generally believed

to be res xmslble for this situation.

Aside from such reasons

as lack of funds, facilities, and -edie il sereonnel, the author
is inclined to feel that there is a general, feeling of apathy or
passive interest among the various school boards and administra
tors regarding the role the school is able to play in meeting the
health needs of youth.

As one superintendent put it, "There is

no felt need."
In this study, an attempt has been made to determine to what
extent such considerations as lack of funds, facilities, and
medical

ersonnel are affecting the effectiveness of school health

services in our schools.

The sentiment of those schools requiring

no health examination of any kind, relative to the above
considerations is disclosed in Table XXIX.

Likewise, the sentiment

of those schools requiring health examinations of limited scope Is
revealed in Table XXX.
Reasons Given by Fifty-Five Schools hy No Health
Examination of any Kind Required
From Table II, page 12, fifty-five schools indicated that no
exr ination of any kind was required.

This figure includes twenty-
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seven per cent of the major Accredited

chocln.

Forty-five

schools are represented In fable XXIX.

The purpose of this table
.

is to disclose the

redoainent causes for lack of health

examinations in these schools.

As

olnted out in Chapter I,

twenty-five of the fifty-five schools not requiring health examina
tion;:, glee an ex

inatlon of sorts,

Since this is a f ■otual

study, and there was no way of determining how extensive these
examinations were, they have not been included in the tabulations
u : to now.

However, these twenty-five schools arc re, resented In

fable XXIX.
TABLE XXIX
REASONS GIVEN BY FIFTY-FIVE SCHOOLS WHY NO HEALTH
EXAMINATION OF ANY KIND REQUIRED

29 Fully
26 Minor
Accredited Accredited
Schoole
Schools

Num Per
ber cent

Funds Lacking
Facilities lacking
Radical -ersonnel
Lacking

15
5
19

51.8

Per cent
of 55
Schools

Num Per
ber cent

11

42.4

17.
65.6

Number
of 55
.Schools

20

77.0

26

47.

5

S.l

39

71.0

The most frequent cause for the absence of school health
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examinations Is attributed to lack of medical personnel.

The

number of schools represented in this c tegory le equal to
seventy-one

er cent of the fifty-five schools investigated.

next most frequent cause is attributed to lack of funds.

The

Forty-

seven and four-tenths per cent of the schools fall into this
category.

A relatively email

ercentage of schoole attribute the

lack of facilities as the cause for the absence of examinations.
Of the fifty-five schools represented in the above tabula
tions, twelve indie ted that lack of facilities only, was the
reason why health examinations were not given.

hereae, none of

the schools attributed the reason to lack of facilities alone,
eighteen schools Indicated that the reason was due to lack of
neclfc 1

ereonnel only.

:%ight of the schools attributed the

absence of required health examinations to all three of the reasons
listed.

The remaining seventeen schools indicated that the

combination of the reasons listed was responsible for the lack of
required examinations In these schools.
Accordingly, the greatest single cause for the absence of
required health examinations was attributed to lack of medical
personnel, followed by lack of funds and facilities res.ectively.
Reasons

hy Existing Health Appraisal
,-rogram Inadequate

These forty-two schools require health examinations, however,
In most of the cases the

examinations are required only of

special c-ses, and do not affect all of the students in the school;
a
consequently, their health examination programs, for the most part
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are considered inadequate.

The sentiment of these schools is

re resented in Table XXX.
TABLE XXX
REASONS WHX HEALTH EXAMINATION PROGRAM IS INADEQUATE

27 Fully
15 Minor
Accredited Accredited
Schools
Schools

hum- Per
ber cent

Funds L eking
Facilities Lacking
Medic 1 personnel
Lacking

Number
Of 42
Schools

Per cent
of 42
Schools

Pum- Per
ber cent

16

69.2

8

53.3

24

57.1

8

29.6

6

40.0

14

33.3

18

66.6

14

93.3

32

76.1

The rsost frequent reason indicated for the in-dequacy of
health appraisal programs, was attributed to lack of medical
personnel.

The number of schools re resented in t is category

equals 76 per cent of the forty-two schools re ortlug.
fre uent reason checked was lack of funds,
re reaentec).

The next

(57.1 of the schools

Among these schools the per cent checking lack of

facilities was approximately four times aa great as the percentage
attributing this reason ae the main contributing factor for the
lack of required health examinations (Table

XIX, page 94).

9?

This is to be expected as It Is difficult to Judge the lack of
facilities if health examinations are Sot given in the

school.

Of the forty-two schools represented in Table XXX, five
attributed the lack of funds only, as the reason for inadequate
ap r isal service while one school indicated that the lack of
facilities was the contributing factor, and thirteen schools
stipulated that their predicament was due to the lack of medical
ersonnel only,

beven schools indie ted ti t nil three of the

re sons listed were applicable to the®.

The remaining fourteen

schools stipulated that a combination of two of the reasons
listed were attributed to their Inadequate health examination
programs.
The greatest single reason for the inadequacy of the health
appraisal programs is attributed to lack of medic 1

ersonnel,

followed by lack of funds and facilities.
Insight Into the i let tire
As may be gleaned fro® the d^ta presented thus far in this
chapter, the schools of North Dakota are seriously handicapped
in their efforts to
of medical

ersonnel.

rovlde health examinations for pupils by lack
According to a report compiled in 1945 by

the North Dakota St te Health Planning Committee, this problem is
leading to a serious crisis in this state.'5**
this civ

The findings of

ter h*va substantiated this prediction.

Apparently, this

state does not have enough to offer its medical personnel in the

’'M e d i c a l Care and Health Facilities in Korth Dakota. Report
of the korth Dakota .1. nnlnv; Committee, March 1945, pp. 4-5.
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way of adequate laboratory facilities, Income, and opportunity
for poet— war graduate study or vacations.
The Number of ieople Served by 5ach Physician
In January of 1945, according to the report of the Health
Planning Committee, 269 physicians were active in practices and
classified as effective.37 * Spread out among the

population of

orth Dakota, this would mean that 1,994 persons, on an average,
would be assigned to each physician.
number of

hiring normal tlsas, the

ersons who can be served adequately by one

hyslcian

has been estimated at various levels, all less than 1,500.

In

only four of the 55 counties of this state did the number of
persons to each effective physician fall below this figure as of
1945.

Four counties had no physicians, and in some instances,

the number of persons for each effective physician was as high as
6,400.33
It was estimated at that tire that there was a need for 122
more physicians.39
The Number of Persons Osrved by Each Dentist
According to estimates, one dentist can serve 2,000 persons
adequately.
the state

In 1945, thirty-two per cent of the population of

was

in counties having one dentist to 2,000 persons or

less end being within the minimum standard.

37 Ibid.. . 5.
3BIbid., p. Q.
39lbld.,

. 16.

Sixty-eight per cent
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of the population

was in counties having one dentist for ©ore

than ;;,000 parsons.

Six per cent were in counties having no dentist,

and 13 per cent of the total population wore in counties having on©
ientist to 6,000 persons or raare.^
In order to have a sufficient number of dentists in each
county to bring each county within the minimum standard of on©
dentist to each 2,000 persons, seventy-eix additional dentists
were needed.
Nursing Service
as of 1945,

thirty-five counties had no public health nursing

service, either on a city-wide or county-wide basis.

At that time,

there were twenty county health nurses and seventeen city nurses
in the field.41
As of June 1048—51, fifty-one nurses are em loyed by the
he ilth de

rtr-ent, cas,, red to thirty-seven in 1945.

This shows

a hopeful trend sine© the war years.
From the figures quoted above, It can be seen why it is that
the schools are handicapped by lack of medic 1 personnel.

The

figures quoted are representative of the war years; however, from
the findings of this investigation, the shortage of medic 1
personnel is still critical, and the new croneof American citizens
are suffering because of it.

40 Ibid.. t>. 16.
41 Ibid., p. 29.
oalth in Perth hl.ota. .Thirtieth Biennial Report of North

i 't- State Depart— lit of Health, 1946—48, p. ?6.
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Nummary of Findings
Fro© the investigation of reasons checked by the fully and
minor accredited schools of North Dakota, why health examinations
were not required, and why existing health appraisal services
were inadequate in many of the schools, the following findings
have bean disclosed:
1.

Of those schools not requiring health ex

inations,

seventy one per cent indicated that lack of medical
personnel was the main contributing factor, forty-3©ven
per cent attributed it to lack of facilities.
L.

of those schools requiring health examinations, but who

felt that their health appraisal

rogram was inadequate,

the main contributing f&ctor was again lack of medical
personnel, followed by lack of funds and facilities.
3.

Up

shortage of medical personnel in the State ofnorth

Dakota, according to a 1945 health committee report is
critical.
4.

This shortage has been substantiated by the findings

of this investigation.
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CHAPTER XII
30MHARI
From the findings of this Investigation, it appears that
there is much to be desired in the way of health appraisal services
in the North Dakota fully and

inor accredited school;.

Unfor

tunately , a great many of our schools ore h ndieapped by 1 ck of
funds, f d u t i e s ,

ant. medic I

ersonnel.

here iu he o that

this situation m y

be alleviated in the future.

In any cane,

aside from the financial and material limitation placed upon the
schools, there la still a greater problem confronting them—
passivism.

Paselveness is probably the most potent obstacle to

progress the schools have to contend with.

After completing this

investigation, the author wonders whether many of our school
administrators and teachers are taking the problem of pupil health
too lightly.

For the most part, this contention is based upon

the findings relative to administrative policies, health appraisal
of school employees, and daily observation by teachers.
The more important findings of this investigation are
rur

ri?e

below an follows;
schools

iequirin

Health Examinations

ixty-seven and five-tenths per cent of the 163 schools
»o orting in,tic ted that health examinations were required.
Of the remaining thirty-three per cent, approximately half of
them Indicated that something aas done in the way of examining
students at least once during their school life.
76.6

er cent of the school

It- folio... that

have indicated that they are taxing
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positive steps towards meet!

the health needs of the child.

Ty. es of health Examinations
Of the 163 schools reporting, 39.3 per cent

r to be

adequately meeting the health needs of all the students so far as
ty o of health ex

1, tions are required.

These schools are requiring enough examinations varying in
ty o to meet all eventualities and to benefit all the students.
Examinations given athletes are most popularly favored in
the schools with periodic,pre-school, and special examinations
(other than those required of athletes) following in diminishing
order of popularity.
Apparently, special examinations other than those required
of

t letea

re rec ivlng little recognition fro

the schools.

Frequency of Health Examinations
Twenty-eight and six-tenths per cent of the 168 schools
rsnortlng, have indie ted that they are requiring exarr.inations
often enough to be effectively beneficial to all the students.

In

these schools the examination is required of pupils u on entrance
to school periodically every two to four years thereafter and
upon leaving school.
On the basis of information obtained, this would seem to
indie te thtit the majority of schools requiring health examinations
are recognizing the Importance of giving them frequently enough
to make them effective.
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Scope of Health Examination
It appears that the majority of schools are falling to
include enough items in the scope of their health examinations.
ihose parts of the examination most frequently checked by
the

ools ra .y be

rforrrod by the mu*re or teacher,

ihis

suggests that there is a tendency to limit the examination to a
routine cursory Inspection.
In comparing the items most frequently checked by the schools
in the regular health examination with those items which were the
most frequent c uses of rejection of

arid ;or II draftees, it

was found that the schools are failing to emphasize certain parts
of the examination which have an important bearing on our
country1s welfare.
Commensurate with the tendency to limit the health ex \mlnation to a routine medical Inspection, is the policy practiced by
many of the schools to eliminate the
of the less important ones.

ore important items Instead

Especially Is tills true where only

a few items are included in the examination.
Administrative Policies
/.dmlnlstrstlvs Hesaonslblllty: The administrative responsi
bility for the supervision of health appraisal programs in the
fully and minor accredited schools of North Dakota rests with the
health department in slightly over two-thirds of the schools
re uirlng health examinations.

This substantiated by the fact

that in over two-thirds of the schools, the ex

in tion ie
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performed by public health

>ereonnel.

In the remaining one-third

of the schools the administrative responsibility is placed u;on
the boards of education.
The fact that the examination Is performed free of charge to
the student in 67 per cent of the schools, and ie held in 87 per
cent of the cases at the schools, may be mainly attributed to the
|■
Influence of the health department which pays Its own medical
personnel and sends health unit

and to the various schools

ublic service.

•ereonnal Involved in terformnnce 2£ ■
.;<?:,rnl.tvtloftt In 86# 2
per cent of the schools, the health examination ie performed by
a

hyalcl rt.

The remain!.

13.8

ex* cent e::d o j

the services

of a nurse.
By comparison with the findings of Richards in 1332, i t was
found that the trend In the past eighteen years has been away
from performing the health examination solely by the nurse#
Today in the majority of schools, the examination is performed by
a

hyeiclan assisted by the nurse.

These findings suggest that

the examination as performed in the schools today Is more
thorough#
The schools appear to be oblivious to the educational
Ofsibllitlet inherent in the health examination#
is based on the findings relntlv
pation in the

This -£su

tion

to teacher and pupil partici

rform: ace of the ex

nation.

nly 3.5 per cent

of the schools requiring regular health examinations have
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Indio ted that student assistance is encour ged, while fifty-five
ercent al ow that the teacher particl-

tea in the administration

of the health examination.
In 75.6 per cent of the school', the nurse assist 3 the
hysici. , i.i the performance of t e examination,

la ne-rly

.0.1

instances, the items included in the health examination were
checked by two or nx>rc personnel.
Number SL student.. Hx p inecl

ei' o u r : Fro® the information

obtained, the majority of schools reporting ore adhering

to the

recommended policy of allowing no less than five minutes for each
student examined.
.'arcnta1

Most of the schools allow more time than this.

11end"n ce: Fifty-five

ercent of the schools are

encouraging parental attendance at the health examination.

Fro®

the standpoint of enlisting parental cooperation in follow up

%

work, the remaining 45 per cent

ire failing to take one of the

moot is: ortant steps.
rlv cy of ti)c

■ la tlon: On the boses of inform tion

obtained, over half of the schools indicated no policy pertinent
to the privacy of exariin tlons.

It may be that these schools

are giving examinations so limited in scope as to eliminate the
aec .sity of

privacy.

'x ;aln-' tlons for -fr-.Fetes:

xsminatlone given athletes appear

to be most widely practiced in the e
re uiring health examinations, 71.6
ex

.
er cent

the 113 schools
ire repairIa

sin tlons for athletes.
From the data obtained, it appears that the majority of
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schools

re fallin

to give adequate examinations to athletes.

This 1 b substantiated by the fact V a t only 50.6 per cent of the
schools are requiring these examinations often enough to sake
them effective, and that a very email percentage of the schools
include enough items in the examination,

health history appears

to be de-emphasized in both the regular and special examinations.
dental Lxaalnations: On the b e e s of information obtained,
dental examinations are absent in nearly 70.8

er cent of the

schools.
Many of the schools requiring dental examinations are not
giving t e

often enough to make them effective.

Only one-t: ird

of these schools require annual examinations and four out of
every ten enlisted

the services of a dentist to perform the

examin tlon.
Nlnty-four per cent of the schools hold the examination at
the school.

ere again t e reason ia mainly

ttrlbuted to the

fact that the health department is in 90 per cent of the oases,
the responsible authority for the administration of the exa ina~
tion.
Daily Observation

nd Screening

Observ tlon: The pr ctlce of dally observation by
teachers is lacking in the majority of our schools according to
the inform tlon obtained.

Only 46.1 oer cent of the 168 schools

have indicated that morning or afternoon inspection or both were
made by the teacher.
In the schools employing this practice, only 27.3 per cent

have Indicated that teachers were trained to recognise deviations
from the normal.
screening: Screening examinations by the nuree ere also
absent in the r Jority of schools.

nly 11.3 per cent of the

168 schoola reporting indicated that screening examinations were
given.
■aisht and

eight: The practice of checking height and weight

annually, semi-annually, and every six weeks Is most popular in
our schools.

The majority of schools, however, are not following

the generally reoommended practice of checking weight monthly and
height once a year.
Appraisals of School Kmployees
According to the information obtained it would ap ear that
a large majority of schools ore not concerned with the health
of school em loyees as it affects the health of the student.

This

is substantiated by the lack of response on the part of the schools
as to whether pre-emtloyment examinations are required of employees.
Only 13 per cent of the 168 schools investigated Indicated that
>re-employment examinations were required.

Of these schools, 5.9

per cent required examinations of all the employees.
Salaried sick le- ves are granted to teachers in 31.6 per cent
of the 168 schools according to findings.

The remaining 69.5 per

cent open to criticism on the basis that teachers are predisposed
to come to work, rather than incur financial loss when they are ill
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Reasons Chocked for Inadequate Health Appraisal Programs
Apparently the greatest single cause for Inadequate health
appraisal services was attributed to lack of medical personnel.
This substantiates the findings of the Health Committee Report
In 1945.

It appears that the medic 1 personnel shortage has not

been alleviated to any great extent since the war years.
Of the fifty-five schools requiring no examination of any
kind, 71

er cent attributed the reason to lack of medical person

nel.
The next greatest cause for inadequate appraisal programs
was attributed to lack of funds by 47.4 per cent of the schools
requiring examinations.
Lack of facilities was indicated as one of the reasons by
9.1

er cent of the forty-two schools discussed above.
From the stand joint of critical evaluation, the findings

as summarized in this chapter show the health appraisal situation
among the North Dakota fully and minor accredited schools.

Many

of the schools have Indicated a strong interest in the pro lem
and in 3pite of the financial and material limitations placed
upon their health programs, h v© conscientiously endeavored to
make the most of what they have.

*lth this in mind, the author

has disclosed these findings, not wit’ the

urpoee of criticising

the schools, but rather to show the situation as it exists,
hoping to build a case for better health appraisal services In
the schools.
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qUESflONKAlHiHEALTH EXAMINATIONS AND APPRAISAL
IN NORTH DAKOTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Fill in the following information ao it ap lies to your schools.
Enrollment: Clement ary school b___ ; Junior high
: Hi h schools..__ .
1. Check the tyres of health examinations re uired in your school.
If no examination given, check question two.
__ Hone
Special examination of
__ Preschool
pupils:__ new to school;
__ Periodic: Indie te grade levels
.
working in cafeteria,
^Special examination of pupils returning after illness or accident
£. Hsfilth ex&minations
__ Funds lacking
F; clUties lacking

re not given because
Medical personnel lacking
other.

3, The he?1th ex min&tion is performed by
__ A part time school hysicitn; __ F rally doctor;__________Other.
__ ublie He. 1th Officer:
Assisted by nurse;__ teacher;
Students,
4. The examination is given
__ In cl s room;__ In looker roon ;__ At public health clinic.
__ In school nurser office;
At office of family sector.
In gymnasium;
___________________________ .Other.
. The physician is paid
J^er ex minetion; Amount p- Id.
“Hourly; Amount p' 1.
?

t jFlat annual sal ry;Amount____ V
“Services free;
O ther

6. The following administrative policies are applicable:
__ Parents are encouraged to attend:
Examinees are required to
At what age l e v e l s ________ __?
strip to waist;__ completely.
__ only at preechooi exam.
__ If ex.- ir tion ,;;lven at school
Ex-min tlons are given privately.
approximately how m ny pupils
Male doctors examine boys and girls.are ex mined per hour____ ?
7. The following policies are applicable In examinations given
athletes:
Special examinations are required
The regular school health
for all interscholaetlc partici
’examination is all is required
pants; for all intramural partic
..Special exam. given berore
ipants____ .
Other?
pr ctlce starts;
8.

Health Ap. r is 1 of School Emolevees:
re-employment exam 1 b required
.All cafeterl food handlers
for all employees:
nt individuals
“■ire required to h? ve a health
exoenee:
At school boards Expense;
examination. Is blood test
.Given by private physician;By phys required
?
i c i a n hired by board
. How often
^Teachers are given salaried
are examinations required________ ?
“sick leaves annually.
Ho*
many d ys
year?

A
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&. Dental ex salnations re . iven
__During regular health ex sination
(Annually "
10. 1:.e dental exnroin tlon ia
JRegular examining physician
*3Part time school dentist

__ Bl-annually
Other

>erfor ed by
.Family dentist
Other

11. The de it il ex -in tlon is held
At the school
t oublic clinic

.At office of 1

la. The dentist Is paid
By the school
"~By the health department

jaie

lly dentist

______ Other
services are free
Other.

Id.
In dally obeerv tion by teachers the following oolloias apply:
Ji'e-cbere perform morning inspections;_afternoon i m actions.
__ Teachers are tr lned to recognise deviations from the normal
through nurse-teacher conferences;
Other.
14.

How often is height measured___ 7 How often students

15.

In
In
In
In
In

sighed___ ?

column
A cheofc those '.arts of the exam,
erf or- 1 by -*h.ya.
column
B check those parts of the exam,
performed by nurse.
column
C check those parts of the exam,
erforcr.ed by t - cber
column
D check If items included in exam, for athletes
column E check if item Included in screening exnmln-tlon.
(The screening examination is an inspection by the nurse
of those cases found to deviate from the normal by the
teacher in her daily observation of the puoils)

A 1B
Heart
i I
Lungs .........
i
’»
Blood Pressure
l
i
felood Test
l
t
hernia
l
1
Urinalysis
Orthopedic Defects1
1 1
restore
Height and ’eight » l"'
T "i
Feet
* i
Hose
i *
Throat
i
1 i
Ear Disease
k
i
,/e jl..e .a
*
1
i
"■
Vision.. .
i
r
Hearing
l "i" "
Nutrition
1 1
okin
l
I
Health History

*c
*
1
I
J
i
I
i
1
t
1
»
i
1
i
i
t
1
1

*D ' E.
i i
1 i
ti 1
1 ~1
1 i
1 1
1 i... 1
1
1 «" ”
i 1....
i i
1 i
1 i
* "f
"
4 »n
1 T
t' i
1 "1

COi-P.bNTS

NAME OF SCHOOL
Indie te if you desire a
copy of the tabulations to
be sent you___ Yes___ No.
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